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ABSTRACT 
We show that ultrapowers of Calderon interpolation spaces of a couple of Banach lattices with non- 
trivial concavity are obtained by Calderbn interpolation from the ultrapowers of the given lattices. 
More generally ultrapowers of Calderon-Lozanovskii interpolation spaces are ‘generalized Cal- 
deronlozanovskii intermediate spaces’ between the ultrapowers. These results are extended to the 
situation of a couple of Kothe function spaces without concavity assumption, 
INTRODUCTION 
The notion of ultraproduct of Banach spaces was introduced by D. Dacunha- 
Castelle and J.-L. Krivine [DCK] and had numerous applications in Banach 
Spaces Theory (see e.g. the survey papers [HI, [S], and also [HM2] for the point 
of view of nonstandard analysis). The description of the ultraproducts of clas- 
sical Banach spaces was initiated in [DCK], where the case of certain Orlicz 
spaces (associated to Orlicz functions with regular variation) was studied. The 
structure of ultraproducts of classical Banach spaces was studied in several 
subsequent papers: Orlicz spaces ([DCK], [WI), mixed norm spaces LP(Lq) 
([LR]), L,(L,) ([R2]), Bochner vector-valued L,-spaces ([HLR]), certain Lo- 
rentz spaces close to Lp ([BR]). 
Here we give the description of the ultrapowers of interpolation spaces be- 
tween q-concave Banach function spaces, obtained by the Calderon method 
([Cal), or more generally Calderon-Lozanovskii method ([LOO]). 
In general the ultrapower of a compatible couple of Banach spaces (in the 
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sense of interpolation theory) is not a compatible couple in a natural way; for, if 
ia : X0 + V, il : Xl --+ V are injective embeddings of (X0, Xi) in a common 
ambient space Y (say a Banach space), the corresponding ultrapower maps 
is, ii are no more injective. 
Nevertheless in the case of a couple (X0, Xi) of Kiithe function spaces (over 
the same measure space) which are q-concave for some q < 03, we use a resutt 
of Chaatit ([Cl), concerning the existence of an uniform homeomorphism be- 
tween the unit spheres, to show that the ultrapower couple (20,/?t) is rep- 
resentable as a couple of Kiithe function spaces over a common measure 
space (Part I, Section 1.1). This is the starting point of the results stated in Part I 
of this paper, devoted to the case of spaces with some q-concavity. We deduce 
then easily (Part I, Section 1.2) that the Calderbn interpolation functor (which 
coincides here, for complex spaces, with the complex interpolation functors) 
commutes with the ultrapower functor (for this class of couples of Banach lat- 
tices). 
Recall that, given a function p : !Rf --+ lR+, which is concave and homo- 
geneous of degree one, the Calderon-Lozanovskii interpolation space 
cp(&, Xi) associated by cp to X0, Xi is the space of measurable functions whose 
modulus is majorized by an element v)(xo,xi), where x0,x1 are nonnegative 
elements of X0, resp. Xi. The usual Calderon method corresponds to the case 
I @ y;I(u,zJ)=u - rt @, 0 < 0 < I ([Cal). Orlicz spaces appear as the Calde- 
Ron-Lozanovskii interpoIation spaces between Li and L,. 
In Section 1.4 of Part I, we prove that the ultrapowers of cp(Xo, XI) are simply 
spaces Cp(&,xi), where (p is a measurably parametrized function of the pre- 
ceding type (closely related to cp). We call such spaces ‘generalized Calde- 
ran-Lozanovskii spaces’. When the couple (X0, Xi) is (Li , L,), we recover the 
description of ultrapowers of Orlicz spaces ([DC], [WI). 
A particular case is treated in Section 1.3 of Part I, in a simpler and more 
precise way, namely the case of the sum X0 + Xi (which corresponds to the 
function cp(u, V) = u + V) and of the intersection X0 n Xi (which corresponds to 
cp(u, V) = u r\ v). Ultrapowers are ‘generalized’ sum and intersection of _?e and 
_?I;. This generalizes a result of [RI] relative to couples of rearrangement in- 
variant spaces satisfying certain separation conditions. 
Part II of the paper is devoted to the case of a couple of I&he function 
spaces with Levi-Fatou property, but without assumption of non-trivial con- 
cavity. Their ultrapowers can be represented as Banach lattices of measurable 
functions over the same measure space, which are no more Kothe function 
spaces (Part II, Section 2.1). However, the centers of these Banach Iattices have 
sufficiently rich intersection; in this situation, we can define again the Calderon 
intermediate space &-‘k,‘, which turns out to be (isomorphic to) the ultra- 
power of the Calderon space Xi-@Xr8 (Part II, Section 2.2). In the case of Cal- 
deron-Lozanovskii interpolation spaces, we show in Section 2.3 of Part II that 
the ultrapowers of ~(Xe, Xi) can be realized as a Banach lattice of measurable 
functions (over the same measure space as &,%I) such that its second Kijthe 
bidual appears as a generalized Calderon-Lozanovskii interpolation space of 
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the second Kothe biduals of (realizations of) the ultrapower spaces %I, Xi, i.e. 
we have 2” = @(Xl, Xi”). In the special case where one of the spaces, say X0, 
has non-trivial concavity, and the interpolation function cp has some powerlike 
behaviour when its first variable goes to zero (left A2 condition), then cp(Xo, Xi) 
has non-trivial concavity, and its ultrapower can be identified with a general- 
ized Calderon-Lozanovskii intermediate space @(X0, Xi). 
The results are given for ultrapowers of real spaces for the sake of simplicity, 
but extend immediately to ultraproducts of families of Banach Kothe function 
spaces (‘non-trivial concavity’ would then mean that these spaces have uni- 
formly bounded q-concavity constants, for the same q < CO), or to complex 
spaces. 
The paper is divided into two main parts, which are preceded by an in- 
troductive Section 0, where preliminary definitions and facts are presented 
about Banach lattices, Kothe function spaces, ultrapowers and Calde- 
ran-Lozanovskii interpolation spaces. In Part I we treat the case of Kothe 
function spaces with non-trivial concavity, where the results are most speaking; 
in Part II, the general case. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Banach lattices and Kiithe function spaces 
We introduce first some notations and recall some definitions relative to Ba- 
nach lattices (general references are the books [LT], [MN]). 
If X is a Banach lattice, we denote by Ball (X) the unit ball of X, by X+ the 
cone of nonnegative elements in X, and by Ball(X)’ the positive unit ball 
Ball(X) n X+. 
If X, Y are vector lattices, a lattice homomorphism is a linear map which 
preserves the lattice operations (equivalently it is positive and preserves dis- 
jointness). Recall that if X is a Banach lattice and Y a Riesz space, positivity of 
a linear operator implies its continuity ([MN], Prop. 1.3.5). By lattice embedding 
we mean an injective lattice homomorphism. The map T is order continuous if it 
preserves the supremas of upwards directed sets. (It is in particular the case if T 
is a lattice embedding and its image is an order ideal of Y). 
The Banach lattice X has Levi-Fatou property if for every upward directed 
set (x,,), in the positive cone of X, which is norm-bounded, the supremum x = 
supcy x, exists in X, and 11x]] = supcv I].xa]l. This property is simply called Fatou 
property in [LT], but for certain authors, like [MN], the terminology is dif- 
ferent. 
A Banach lattice X has non-trivial concavity if it is q-concave for some 
q < CO, i.e. (see [LT], 3l.d): 
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A q-concave lattice cannot contain the space CO as sublattice. As a consequence, 
it is a KB space, i.e. has Levi-Fatou property and is order continuous (see 
[MN], Theorem 2.4.12). Every ultrapower 2 of a q-concave Banach lattice is 
also q-concave. 
If X is a Banach lattice, and 1 5 p < CO, the p-convexzjication of X is ab- 
stractly defined (see [LT], p. 53) as the same orderedset equipped with different 
vector operations +P, xP and different norm (1 lip :f SPg = (f”P + g”p)p, 
X xpf = XJ'f, Ilfll, = Ilfll*'P (the homogeneous function +,, : X2 ---) X is de- 
fined using the lattice functional calculus, see [LT], Theorem ldl). When X is a 
Banach lattice of measurable functions over (0, A, p) (in particular a Kbthe 
function space, see below), this p-convexified space is isometrically lattice iso- 
morphic to the ‘concrete’ p-convexified space, i.e. the space {f E &(.C?, A, p)/ 
lflP E X}, equipped with the norm IIIJ’III, = Illflpil~‘p. 
A Kiithe function space over the measure space (0, A, p) is an order dense 
order-ideal X of Lo(G, A, p), equipped with a norm for which it is a Banach 
lattice (for the order of LO). This definition is a little more general than that 
given in [LT]. Note that the injection X t LO is necessarily continuous. 
Let us precise that we consider only ‘decomposable’ measure spaces, i.e. di- 
rect sums 8, (Q,, A,, pC1) of finite measure spaces (and the a-algebras are 
complete with respect to the measures). The measurability of a functionf as 
well as Lo-convergence are tested on each component (f&, A,, pL,,) separately. 
The order density condition is equivalent to say that there is an d-measur- 
able partition (UJ, of R such that the associated indicator functions 1~~~ be- 
long to X. It is in fact possible to choose this partition such that each element 
x E X is p-integrable over U,. 
If X is a Kiithe function space over (Q, A, p), we denote by X’ its Kiithe dual, 
i.e. the subspace of Lo(fl, A, p) whose elements x’ verify xx’ E LI (0, A, p), for 
all x E X. It is again a KSthe function space over (0, A, p). We denote by x’ the 
(Banach) dual of X. For a Kathe function space X, the Levi-Fatou property is 
equivalent to the equality X = X”, with equality of norms (see [LT]). For a 
general KGthe function space X, the space X” is simply the smallest KC%he 
function space with Levi-Fatou property containing X (with norm one inclu- 
sions). 
A key tool for representing a Banach lattice as a Kiithe function space is to 
identify the Boole algebra of band projections with a measure algebra. 
Recall that if X is an order complete Banach lattice, its band projections 
form a complete Boole algebra L?(X). The operations V, A on f?(X) correspond 
to the sum and intersection of bands. The identity projection is the identity of 
a(X), the 0 projection is the null element and the complement of an element 
corresponds to the complementary (or orthogonal) band. That a(X) is com- 
plete means that suprema of arbitrary sets exist in f3(X) (for the associated or- 
der). 
Let 2(X) be the closed span of L?(X) in the space l(X) of bounded operators 
X + X: it is a subalgebra which identifies with the abstract Lm-space builded 
on the complete Boole algebra a(X) (see [F]); 2(X) is the center of the Banach 
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lattice X. When X is a Kothe function space over the measure space (G, A, p), 
then 2(X) identifies with L”(G, A, cl). A band projection 7r is called principal if 
it is associated to the band generated by a single non-zero element x of X (we 
call YT the support of x and write 7r = Supp (x)). We denote by 23”(X) the 
a-complete subring of I?(X) consisting of principal elements, and by Zc(X) its 
closed span in 2(X). 
When X is order-continuous f3(X) is in fact a measure algebra, i.e. is equip- 
ped with a (a-additive) positive measure which vanishes only on the 0 projec- 
tion and is finite on a generating sub-F-ring: choose a maximal family (x,), of 
non-negative pairwise disjoint elements of X such that there exists a norm one 
element .xA of XT norming x, and whose carrier (the disjoint complement of 
{Y E X/(-G, Ivl) = 01) is exactly the principal band generated by x, (such a 
maximal family generates X as a band); and for every 7r E f3(X) set m(n) = 
C, (xz, TX,,). Note that the sub-g-ring of a-finite elements with respect to m 
coincides with D”(X). 
Let (S, C, m) be a Stone representation space for the measure algebra 
(a(X), m). Let I be the dense subspace of X consisting of finite sums x = 
zk c,, krr%%(flk E B(x), Ak.o E R). Let A : & 4 Lo(S, CT, m) be defined by 
where Ak, B, are elements of C representing respectively the ?Q and the band 
projections generated by the x,. Then n is (X, _&)-continuous, and extends by 
density to a continuous linear map A : X -+ Lo(S, C, m) which is a lattice em- 
bedding (= injective lattice homomorphism) whose image is an order ideal of 
Lo(S, E,m). The action of the center 2(X) on X is transferred by A to the 
multiplicative action of L,(S, C, m). Note that in fact A is order continuous. 
We call (x,), a system of local units in X, and A a realization of X over 
(S, E,m). 
Ultrapowers ([HI, [S]) 
Recall (see [DCK]) that, given a Banach space E and a free ultrafilter U on the 
index set I, the ultrapower l? = El/U is the quotient e,(E)/Nu, where Nu is the 
subspace of families (x~)~~, E e,(E) whose U-limit is 0. 
We shall use the notation (xi)i’,, to denote the equivalence class in E’/U to 
which (x;)~ t I belongs. 
Recall also that we have an isometric inclusion E c I?, by identifying every 
element x E E with the class of the constant family (xi):,,, where xi = x for 
every i E I. We have E = _& iff E has finite dimension (then the inverse map is 
(-xi)y, [ ++ limi, u Xi). 
The structural questions about ultrapowers of Banach spaces are really in- 
teresting only in the case where the ultrafilter U is ‘countably incomplete’. 
which means that there exists a non-increasing sequence (Un) of members of 24. 
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such that n, U, = Q. (This is in particular the case for free ultrafilters on N.) 
We suppose henceforth that this condition is realized. 
If T : E -+ F is a bounded linear operator, we may define an ‘ultrapower ex- 
tension’ F : i? -+ # by the equation: 
i% = (TX& I when 3 = (.xj)fGf. 
One verifies at once that this definition is meaningful, i.e. %Y does not depend 
on the particular representing family (x~)~, , of X, and that F is a bounded linear 
operator (with the same norm as 7’). 
More generally suppose that ,f : E + F is a locally uniformly continuous 
map: this means that on every ball B of E, we have: 
Then again we may define an ultrapower extension _? : .& --+ F by: f(Z) = 
(~~Xj))~~~ whenever X = (xi)rEI (the local uniform continuity is precisely the 
condition needed for this definition to be meaningful). Sometimes we shall 
consider maps defined on the positive cone of a Banach lattice; their ultra- 
power extensions are then defined on the positive cone of the ultrapower of the 
Banach lattice. 
If now? T : E --+ F is an injective bounded operator, its ultrapower extensions 
i; : E 4 F are in general no more injective, since: 
ker ‘? = { (xi)f, I / l&t Z’xi = 0). 
It is easy to see that ? is injective iff T is an isomorphism (from E onto its im- 
age). It results from this remark that given an interpolation couple (X0, Xt) of 
Banach spaces (i.e. injective bounded finear maps it : & + 2, into a common 
topological vector space - which we may suppose to be also a Banach space), 
the couple of ultrapowers (_& Xi) has no evident interpolation structure. 
Suppose now that E is a Banach lattice. In this case l!,(E) has a natural 
Banach lattice structure, where the order is given by: 
@ii) i (Vi) iff ‘di E I, X; 5 yi 
and NU is a closed order ideal of l&(E). Consequently B = t,(E)/.& has a 
natural Banach lattice structure. The positive cone of _j? is simply 
E+ = ((x~)~,~/(x~) E e,(E) and Vi, _tii E E+}. 
The lattice operations A and v on g are simply the ultrapower extensions of the 
(uniformly continuous) maps E x E + E, (x,y) -+ x Ay and (x,~) + x Vy. 
The natural injective isometry E -+E is then a lattice (into) isomorphism 
(however it is not necessarily order continuous, by Lemma 0.2 below). 
If I; : ii%” --+ R is a continuous homogeneous function (of degree one), it in- 
duces by lattice functional calculus a map FX : Xn -+ X which has an ultra- 
power extension &J : (2)” --f 2. The map F coincides with the map Ff induced 
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by F on X. This is clear when F is defined by a formula involving a finite 
number of vector lattice operations, and a general F can be approximated (lo- 
cally uniformly) by such functions F cE) (to fix ideas, IF - F @)( 5 E I/, where 
V(ui, . . . u,) = V”,=, juk(); hence Fx, Fy are locally uniformly approximated by 
Ft), F!E). 
We &y that the lattice functional calculus ‘passes to ultrapowers’. A simple 
consequence is the following: 
Proposition 0.1. Let X be a Banach lattice and 1 5 p < 00. The ultrapower (q) 
of the p-convexljied space X is isometrically lattice isomorphic to the p-con- 
vexljication (k), of the ultrapower of X (relative to the same ultrajilter). 
Proof. Recall that in the abstract definition of the p-convexification, the spaces 
X and X, are identical as sets (only the vector operations and the norm change). 
The Mazur map, i.e. the identity Mx,~ : X + X, is a (non-linear) order pre- 
serving locally uniform homeomorphism. For the inequality: 
I(f l/p -g’/qPl 2 If-g/ <pjf ‘/p -g’/Pl(f ‘/p vg’qp-’ 
is valid for every f, g E X+, since it is true when f, g are non-negative reals, and 
both members are continuous homogeneous functions off, g, see [LT], Theo- 
rem ldl. Using [LT], Proposition ld2, we deduce: 
Ilf - gll& I Ilf - gllx I Pllf - sllx,Ilf v gll$-‘. 
Hence Mx,~ has a bijective ultrapower extension, in other words X and Fp co- 
incide as sets. Since the lattice functional calculus passes to ultrapowers, the 
addition on (X), coincides with the ultrapower extension of the addition of X,. 
The same property holds trivially for the scalar multiplication, the norm and 
the lattice operations. 0 
Since in the case of a Kothe function space X, the p-convexified space Xp is 
nothing but the Calderon interpolation space X ‘lPL~‘/P, the different results 
given in this paper about ultrapowers of Calderon spaces (Sections 1.2 and 2.1) 
are (partial) generalizations of Proposition 0.1. 
Let us say now a few words about duality of ultrapowers. There is a natural 
isometric embedding from the ultrapower of the dual space (E”) into the dual 
of the ultrapower (E)‘, defined by the equation 
(k*) X) = 1jn$x;, Xi) 
whenever x* = (XT);,, and X = (xi)fEr. This isometry is not onto in general; by 
a well known result of J. Stern, it ishe case iff E is superreflexive (see [S], p. 79). 
In the general case the image of (E*) is @-dense in (i)’ ([S], p. 78). In the case 
of Banach lattices, the embedding (E) -+ (E)’ . IS a lattice (into) isomorphism 
(which may be not order-continuous, by Proposition 0.3 below and the fact that 
dual Banach lattices are order complete). 
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The most widely known example of Banach spaces for which a simple de- 
scription of ultrapowers is known is that of Lp spaces ([DCK]). The space 
Lp(fl, d, p), 1 < p < cc enjoys the property that for every pair of disjoint ele- 
ments x, y, one has: 
IIX + YV = llxllP + Ilvll”. 
Conversely a Banach lattice enjoying this property (it is then called an abstract 
L,-space) is identifiable with a Lebesgue space Lp(S, C, m), for some measure 
space (S, C, m) (see [L] or [LT]). Ultrapowers of Lp spaces are obviously ab- 
stract Lp space, hence representable as concrete spaces L,(S, C, m) (note how- 
ever that the class of atomic Lp space is not conserved by ultrapowers, i.e. an 
ultrapower of .$ has a diffuse part). 
In fact the whole scale of ultrapower spaces (LJf2, d, p))-, 1 5 p < cc can be 
realized as Lp spaces relative to the same measure space (fin, A, CL). Since Lp is 
the p-convexification of LI, this is a consequence of Proposition 0.1 above. 
The case p = cc is very different. In this case the ultrapower 2 of 2 = 
L,(fl, A, p) is not (linearly) isomorphic to a space L,(S, C, m), since, by a 
theorem of C.W. Henson and L.C. Moore ([HMl]), it is not an injective Banach 
space. However 2 is isometric to a space C(K) of continuous scalar functions 
over a suitable compact K, since it has a natural structure of commutative 
C*-algebra with unit. The multiplication in 2 is simply the ultrapower exten- 
sion of the usual multiplication L, (0) x Lcc(f2) + L%(G). The unit a of 2 is 
the image of lln by the natural embedding 2 + 2. 
By the preceding considerations on duality, 2 = (LI (0, A, p)*)- appears also 
as a nj*-dense, norm closed sublattice of (Ll(O,d,p)-)* = L,(fi,&b). Let 
i : 2 --f Lx(J?‘, A, /I) be this inclusion. Note that i(i) = Il+ since for every 
f = (,fi)T,, E LI (fi, d, cl)+, we have: 
We deduce that the image of an idempotent of 2 is an idempotent of 
L, (fin, 2, /Ii) (i.e. an indicator function), since: 
2 idempotent of 2 I Z A (0 - 2) = 0 * i(e) A (Il, - i(Z)) = 0 
_ i(Z) idempotent of L,(fi,, d, /Ii). 
A consequence of this is that the inclusion i : .?T 3 L,(fi, A, ,iIi) is multiplicative 
(one can check this on ‘simple elements’ of 2, i.e. linear combinations of dis- 
joint idempotents, which form a dense subalgebra of 2). In other words, 2 ap- 
pears as a closed subalgebra of L, ( fin, A, 6). 
The Boole algebra B of idempotents of 2 identifies thus with a sub-Boole 
algebra of A. When p is diffuse, no element of fi is a-finite relatively to b, apart 
from 0. For, if .Z = (II,_,,):,, is a-finite, there is an element X > 0, X = (x;);~, of 
LI (fin, 2, /I) = (Li (Q, A, p)) whose support is exactly the set 2 such that 
i(Z) = lli. Suppose that ,? # 0, i.e. $2) # 0. Then: 
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l~,$i J xi dh = limi,u( DA,, xi) = (2, X) > 0. 
Let (u&i be a non increasing sequence of members of Lf with nr=“=, U,, = 0. 
For every? E U,,\ U,,+i, consider a subset Bi of Ai, such that 1) IIs,xill = 1 /nllxi\l1, 
and set yi = nllB,xi and j = ( yi)tE,. We have 
(e,y) = ]ljj]] = hi J nx; = ]lXll > 0 
B, 
but on the other hand j A X = (yi A Xi):, I = ( IIfjgXi)fc, = 0 (since 11 Ds,xi]l 5 C/n 
for i belonging to U,, E l4; here C = sup, Ilxill). This shows that the set A is 
strictly bigger than the support of X, a contradiction. 
Both L, ( ff?, A, @) and 2 act naturally on the space Li (fin, A, fi). In the case of 
L,(fi), this action is the usual pointwise multiplication. In the case of 2, this 
action is simply the ultrapower extension of that of L, (62) over L1 (f2) (also 
defined by pointwise multiplication). These two actions are identified by the 
injection i, i.e. i(i) X = i X for every h E 2 and X E LI (f?, A, II). In fact, we 
have for every i E 2: 
(i(k), i(32) . X) = (i(h) i(k),x) = (i(h . k), X) 
= ljF(/Zi ki, Xi) = ljF(ki, hi ’ Xi) 
= (i(k), i . X) 
and by w*-density of i(g) it follows that i(h) . X = h X. 
A last remark about the relationship between 2 and L,(fi, 2, b) is the fol- 
lowing: for every X E L1 (f?, d, fi) and every f E L&f??, A, II), there is a (not 
unique) element h E 2 such that 6 s X =f’. X and llilll < [if]]. For, suppose 
w.1.o.g. that Ilfll, = 1; set jj =f . X. We have Iv1 < 1x1. Hence there are rep- 
resenting families (x;)~, I and ( yi)i l , of X, resp. y such that Iyil 5 /xii for all 
i E I. Then we can find elements h; of L,(R), with lhil < llo and yi = hi _xi foi 
all i E I, whence j = h. X. (In fact it is easy to show that the actions off and h 
coincide on the whole band generated by 5.) 
To finish with these remarks about ultrapowers, we recall two facts, the 
second of which showing that the hypothesis of non-trivial concavity is the 
good one for representing the ultrapowers as Kothe function spaces. The non- 
standard proof given in [HM2] is rephrased here in terms of ultrapowers for the 
commodity of the reader. 
Lemma 0.2 ([HM2], Proposition 4.7). Every ultrapower of a Banach lattice 
(relative to a countably incomplete ultrajilter) is u-order continuous. 
Proof. Let X be a Banach lattice, J? = X’/U. Let (&) be a non-increasing se- 
quence in 2 with A, x, = 0. Suppose that (&) does not converge in norm to 
zero. We may suppose w.1.o.g. that llXn - X,+1 1) > (3~ > 0 for every n 2 1. Choose 
inductively representing families (x,~i)iE I of the X, such that 0 5 x,+l.i 5 x,, I 
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for all i E I and n 2 1. Then the set U, = {i E I/](xn,i - x”+i,ill > cr} belongs to 
U. Let (Ui) be a non-increasing sequence of members of M whose intersection 
is empty, and set V, = (nE= 1 Un) n 17,“. Then ( Vn) is also a non-increasing se- 
quence of members of U and has empty intersection. Set yi = xn,i for all 
i E G\ V, +I (and define yi arbitrarily for i in the complementary set of Vi). Let j 
be the element of X represented by the family ( yi)iE ,. Since 0 < yi 5 x,, i for all 
i E V,, we have 0 5 j < 5, for all n, hence J = 0. But on the other hand 
IIYill 2 IlX7z.i - Xn+l.ill > Q for all n and all i E F$\ V,+i, hence for all i E &; 
hence I/p]/ 2 a, a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 0.3. Let X be a Banach lattice. The following assertions are equiva- 
lent. 
(i) X has non-trivial concavity. 
(ii) Every ultrapower of X is representable as a Kiithefinction space. 
(iii) There is an ultrapower of X (relative to a countably incomplete ultrajilter) 
which is representable as Kiithe function space. 
(iv) There is an ultrapower of X (relative to a countably incomplete ultrajilter) 
which is o-order complete. 
Proof. (i) =+ (ii). If X is q-concave, so are its ultrapowers, which are then order 
continuous and representable as Kothe function spaces. 
(ii) + (iii) =5 (iv) is clear. 
(iv) + (i). If X has no non-trivial concavity, it contains the spaces ek uni- 
formly as sublattices (see [LT], Theorem lf7 and lf12). Then every ultrapower X 
of X contains a sublattice isometric and lattice-isomorphic to em. Then X 
contains a non-converging, non-increasing sequence of non-negative lements. 
If X is a-order complete, such a sequence has a greatest lower bound, hence X 
cannot be a-order continuous. This contradicts Lemma 0.2 if the ultrafilter is 
countably incomplete. q 
Calderon-Lozanovskii spaces ([LOO]) 
A Calderon-Lozanovskiifunction is a map cp : rW$ + R+ which is homogeneous 
of degree one, concave, continuous at the boundary and not identically null. It 
is normalized if ‘p( 1,l) = 1. Note that such a function is automatically non- 
decreasing and continuous on the whole quadrant R:, and can vanish only on 
the boundary. 
Given a measure space (R,d, p), the map cp induces a natural map 
Lo(fl> .A> P)+ x Lu(fln, -4, P), --f LO(Q,d,~)+, (fo,f~)++4forf~). Let (x0,x11 
be a couple of Kothe function spaces over the measure space (0, A, r_l). The 
Calderon-Lozanovskii interpolation space cp(Xo, Xi) associated by cp to X0, Xi 
is the space of measurable functions whose modulus is majorized by an element 
cp(xo, xi), where x0, xi are non-negative elements of X0, resp. Xi. The norm of 
an element x of cp(Xo, Xi) is defined by: 
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llxll = inf{llxoll V 11x1 II/x0 E X0+, Xl E XT, 1x1 5 &0,w)). 
The fundamental examples of such ‘Calderon-Lozanovskii functions’ are the 
functions cp~(u, U) = z~-~v~ (for a given parameter 0 E [0, l]), (Pmin(U, )= u A II 
and (p,,&u, U) = u + v. Th e corresponding Calderon-Lozanovskii spaces are 
respectively cpe(Xo, Xl) = Xi-* . Xf (the Calderon spaces, see [Cal), when 
0 < 0 < 1 (for 0 = 0, resp. = 1, one obtains simply the spaces X0, X1); 
pmin(XO, XI) = Xo n XI (eqyi4PP;teith cyt;atu;;i norm ll.4 = llxllo V 11x1 II); 
Pmclr (X0 1 Xl ) = x0 + Xl e ui usual norm [Ix/I = 
inf{ IJxo]Jo + ((XI ((1/x~ E X0, XI E Xl, x = x0 + XI}). Note that if the function ‘p is 
normalized, the inequality: 
holds true, hence X0 n XI c cp(Xo, Xl) c X0 + XI, i.e. cp(Xo, Xl) is a so called 
‘intermediary space’ for the couple (X0, Xl) (in fact, by Ovchinnikov’s theorem 
([0]) it is an interpolation space when X0, XI have Levi-Fatou property). 
Recall also that in the case where X0 = LI (R, A, p) and Xl = L,( 0, A, p), 
the space cp(Xo, Xl) is nothing but the Orlicz space LM(R,A, p) (where 
M--l (t) = p(t, 1)). 
The continuity assumption on cp has the following consequence: if X0 and X1 
have Levi-Fatou property, so has cp(Xo, Xl). (The proof is given in [LOO], The- 
orem 3 in the case where cp vanishes at the boundary, but this last condition is 
unnecessary, and the proof of [Lo21 works as well for general (continuous) CF.) 
This fact will be used only in Part II (s2.1). In fact, when X0, XI have non-trivial 
concavity (or more generally when all their elements have a-finite supports), we 
could use functions ‘p without requiring continuity at the boundary (it is easy to 
see that in this case, the space cp(Xo. Xl) does not depend on the values of p at 
the boundary). 
If X0, XI are q-concave Kothe function spaces (over the same measure space 
(R. A, CL)), so are their Calderon-Lozanovskii interpolation spaces. To see this 
last point, consider elements XI,. x, of cp(Xo, Xl), and let x = (Cr=, (x~I~)“~. 
Choose YO E Xz, YI E X: with I.4 5 P(Yo,YI) and lly~ll V Il~lll 5 21141. For 
every i = 1, . n, there exists hi E L,(f2, A, p) such that xi = hi . x, and clearly 
we may suppose that Cr,, lhil4 < II. Set x o.;=hi.yoandxl,i=hi.yl;wehave 
(x:=1 lx~.;l~I”~ I YOU (Cr=l Ixl.ilq)“q 5 YI. M oreover xi = (P(xo.~, xl,i), hence 
ll.xill 5 I(xO,;l) V llx1,ill. We deduce that: 
(,$ llxillq)“q I (,Q IIxO,iJlq + ,$ llxl,i~[q)"q 
5 (q/j ($ lxti14)lil~[+ ‘:/1($ lXilq)‘“l’)” 
5 Gil YOl19 + cyll Yl llyp 5 2(C,q + cp)“qIIx]] 
where CO, C, are the q-concavity constants of X0, resp. Xl. 
1. K6THE FUNCTION SPACES WITH NON-TRIVIAL CONCAVITY 
1.1. Standard realizations of ultrapowers of Kiithe function spaces 
The canonical isomorphism between the centers of the ultrapowers 
The main result of this section is the following easy consequence of the results 
of Chaatit ([Cl): 
Proposition 1.1.1. If X0, X1 are Kiithe function spaces over the same measure 
space, and have both non-trivial concavity, then their ultrapowers &,xl (with 
respect to the same ultrajilter) have isomorphic centers (equivalently, isomorphic 
algebras of band projections). Moreover the isomorphism maps the subalgebra 
2”(*0) onto Z”(xl) (resp. F(%o) onto F(~I)). Consequently, 20~21 can be 
viewed as Kiithefunction spaces over the same measure space. 
Proof. By [C] there exists a uniform homeomorphism H = Hx,, X, mapping the 
unit sphere of X0 onto the unit sphere of Xi. Moreover this homeomorphism 
preserves the supports of elements, and so does its inverse. It can be easily ex- 
tended to the whole of X0, by setting H(x) = llxll H(x/llxll) (for x # 0) and 
H(0) = 0. This extension maps uniformly isomorphically each ball pBall(Xo) 
onto the homologous ball pBall(Xi). Consider the ultrapower extension 
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H : X0 + %I: it is also an uniform homeomorphism on balls, preserving dis- 
jointness (as well as its inverse). If 7r is the band projection associated to a band 
B in x0, let @(T) be the band projection associated to the band (I?(B)) gener- 
ated in xi by the elements H(x), x E B. Since Z? preserves disjointness (as well 
as its inverse), it maps necessarily the orthogonal band B’ (consisting of ele- 
ments disjoint from B) onto ((I?(B)))‘: hence, denoting by 7r’ the com- 
plementary projection I - 7r, we have @(7r’) = (Q(n))‘. Using the relation 
B” = B, we see also that (I?(B)) = l?(B) = {Z?(x),, E B}. From the very 
definition of @, we see that for every family (n,),, in a(%~), we have 
@(V,, 4 = V, @(rJ. Thus @ 1s an isomorphism of the complete Boole alge- 
bras of band projections preserving the subrings of g-finite elements. The ex- 
tension of @ to the centers is routine. We identify both Z?(?i) to the same com- 
plete Boole algebra B, and the sub-a-rings a”(.?;) to the same sub-a-ring f?” of 
a. Choose any measure b on f3 such that B” is the sub-a-ring of a-finite ele- 
ments with respect to ii. Choose any Stone representation space (fin, A, b); and 
choose in the lattices 20, resp. 2, two systems of local units; then both 20 and 
21 appear as Kothe function spaces over (fi> d. fi). 0 
We note that both Z(4), j = 0, 1, contain a subalgebra Zj = (Z(Xj))‘/U, iso- 
morphic to L, := Lm(fl, d, p)‘/U. In particular the idempotents of 2, form a 
subalgebra of B(2j) (whose intersection with BO(xj) is reduced to (0)). The 
importance of these subalgebras stems from the (easy) fact that for every 
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X E X;, Zj . X is the order ideal generated by X in Xj (same proof as in the case of 
6, see Section 0); this will be repeatedly used in the sequel. 
The identification of i, = L,(fl, d, p)‘/U with both Zj is compatible with 
the identification of the 2(X$) given by the preceding proposition. More pre- 
cisely, let A4+ 
(MEL .Them 
be the operator 5 = (xi); H (p . X = (pixi)t in Xj associated to 
- - 
CC 
Lemma 1 12 @(MJO’) = MJ’). . . . P ‘p 
Proof. We can suppose w.1.o.g. that (p = (ll~,):,,. Then A4t’ is a band projec- 
tion of Xj. Let X = 
\ 
Xi):,, E 20. Since H(llA,xi) = IIAEH(IIA,xi) we have: 
fi(M!“.X) = A4!“fi(A4! X), hence fi(MF’Xo) c A4k1)Xi, which means that 
@(MT’) 5 Mt). By symmetry we obtained @(MF)) = Mf”. 0 
Identifying L, with both zj, we shall write the assertion of Lemma 1.1.2 as 
!P(@) = (p. 
Lemma 1.1.3. For every IT E B(x) and every CT E B”(k), there exists an idem- 
potent ii’ E 2@j such that 3~ = TKT. 
Proof. Let X E X whose support is u. There is ii’ E 20 such that ir’i = ~5. 
Since aq’ = sup, >, J A n.k for every j E X+ we obtain: _ 
TaJ = sup x)? A mr,? = sup y A mrk 
n>l n>l 
= supj A nii’I? = ii’c+. 0 
II >l 
Lemma 1.1.2 admits then a kind of converse, namely: 
Corollary 1.1.4. For every couple T-C E 2(x!), e = 0, 1, with ~1 = @(TO) and eveq 
couple of elements Xg E 2~) e = 0, 1, there is an element 6 E L,, such that h ,Fc = 
rp(&) simultaneously for e = 0, 1. 
Proof. We may suppose that the re are band projections. Let UP, e = 0, 1, be the 
band projections associated to 5~. Let (T = uo v @p-‘(~l). Let ira be an idempo- 
tent of 20 such that &a = roa and let iii = @(go). We have iii@(g) = ~,@(a). 
Then the 7ip are associated to the same idempotent h of L, which is con- 
venient. 0 
Remark 1.1.5. The above constructed isomorphism @ : a(?~) + /3(x,) is ca- 
nonical, i.e. does not depend on the locally uniform, support preserving 
homeomorphism H : X0 + Xi. 
For, let us say that two elements 50 E X0 and Xi E Xi have the same support if 
for every element A E i,, the relation h X0 = 0 is equivalent to h Xi = 0. In 
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this definition, one may in fact suppose that i is an idempotent of L,. Then, by 
Lemma 1.1.2, we have it. 20 = no(&) and i. ?I = nl(2:1), with rre E B(%t), and 
rl = @(Ko). Conversely if X! E a(_%$) with ~1 = @(TO), there exists by Lemma 
1.1.3 h E i, such that ?rf(Xe) = g .5&. Hence 5s and Ii have the same support iff 
for every such linked couple (~0~ 1) the relation XO(&) = 0 and rrt (21) = 0 are 
equivalent. This in turn is equivalent o say that the band projections rrtO and 
n;, generated by X0, resp. Xi verify 7r-,, = @(Q”). As a consequence we see that 
rrl = cP(rro) iff the ranges VU of the band projections ~1, e = 0, 1, are linked by the 
relation: 
V, = (51 E %i,/Ea E Ve with the same support). 
(See also [R3] for a canonical construction of @.) 
Remark 1.1.6. In the proof of Proposition 1.1.1, different choices of systems of 
local units lead to different representations of the & as a K&he function space 
over (fz, A, 6). However, we can choose two systems of local units (Z&J = 0,l 
in Xj, which are homologous in the sense that, for each (Y, the elements Z;z and 0: 
have the same support: this is the case, for instance, if ZA = .F)(Zz). In this case, 
for each (p E Lm( 0, d, ~)~/~, the elements $ f i?i of &, j = 0; 1 are identified to 
the same element of &(fi, A, ,G). This provides a ‘localization’ of the embed- 
ding of L, = L,(R,d, ~~~/~ into L,(&_&@) (which is the same for _,%?a and 
_?i), in the sense that the action of E, identifies with that of some L,(a,), 
oa E A on elements with same support as .Z;i. 
Standard realizations 
In the particular case where Xr = Li (Q, d, p), we identify once for all 21 with a 
space Li (J?, A, 6) (by Kakutani’s well known representation theorem of ab- 
stract Lspaces), The canonical isomorphism @ : Z(;i’,) --) Z(Li(6’)) N L,(fi) 
induces a canonical action of L,(fi, A, b) on x0, simply denoted by (h, 2) -+ 
h . k. The support of an element Z E 2s can now be viewed as an element of 2. 
To each system of local units in X0, the canonical isomorphism @ associates an 
into order-isomorphism n : 20 -+ .L,(f?, d, jIi) whose range is an order dense 
ideal of Lo(d). (We take implicitly a system of local units in Li (fi) consisting of 
indicator functions.) We call A (or simply A(&)) a standard realization of .& 
over ( fi: ii, fi). 
The following observation will be useful: given a particular standard reali- 
zation A,(&) c r;O(fi, A, F), the se& of all standard realizations of $0 is exactly 
the set of ail ideals w + A’(&), where w E &(fi, d, b), w > 0 a.e. 
For, given two systems of local units (Zz), and (ZD)~ of 20, we can refine them 
in two other systems (E$) and (Poles) uch that Z& and Zno have the same sup- 
port for each cy, @ (this operation does not change the associated realizations). 
Reindex by setting (cr, 0) = y. We may suppose that 2: 5 ZY for every y (re- 
placing if necessary 2, by 2: V Z?); then 2; = M+ . Z$,, where w, E L,(@+, has 
the same support as g$‘, 2,. Set w = C, wy. Then the associated realizations 
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20, X{ of X0 verify 20 = w. 2:. The assertion that every w. Xt, w > 0, is a 
standard realization has similar proof. 
1.2. Ultrapowers of Calderbn interpolation spaces 
The aim of this section is to prove the following representation theorem: 
Theorem 1.2.1. Let (X0, Xl) be a compatible couple of Banach lattices with non- 
trivial concavity. Let & = X,‘/U (e = 0,l) be the ultrapowers of the Xt (with re- 
spect to thesame ultrafilter). Then (20, Xl) can be viewedas a compatible couple in 
such a way that (X’-“X,e)‘/U (’ 
More precisely, if0 A( X0), 
1s tsometrically) lattice-isomorphic to Xd- ‘XF. 
A( Xl ) are standard realizations of 20, X1, then 
A(X~)‘-‘A(XI)’ is a standard realization of the ultrapower (X,‘-“Xf): 
LetZ=X,‘~eX~.Considerthemap~~:X~+xX,’-tZ+,(xo,x,)-x~~“.x,”. 
It is locally uniformly continuous, since: 
IQ(xo,xl) - q(x&x;)I 5 x;y Ix, - xy + 1x0 - x;y .xy. 
Hence we may consider its ultrapower extension ii0 : Y?o’ x %!,+ --) 2+. This 
map is clearly onto. 
Lemma 1.2.2. For every Xt E Xr’, ht E Loo(fi)+, we have: 
+e(ho . i,, hI . X,) = (hi-’ . h,B) ii&o,%,). 
Proof. Suppose first that ho, hl E L,. In this case, by passing to representing 
families, the relation iie(ho . X0, hl XI) = (h;-’ . h$e(%o, X1) is evident. Note 
that, since i, -+ L,(&‘) is an (isometric) lattice embedding, the element 
h,!-’ . hy is the same, being computed in the lattice L, or in L,(h) (since Kri- 
vine’s functional calculus is invariant by lattice homomorphisms: see [LT], 
Theorem ldl). Let now ho, hl E Loj(fi), and choose (by using Corollary 1.1.4) -- _ 
ko,k, E L,, such that ho and ko have the same action on both 50 and 
Z = ii~(%o, k ), and hl and k, have the same action on X, and ii~(&, 2,). Then ho 
and ko have, as elements of Z(Z), the same restriction to the band generated by 
2, and similarly for h, and k,. Using again the invariance of the functional cal- 
culus, we see that hAPB . hy and kdm8 . kf’ have the same action on 2. Hence: 
ire(ho . X0, h, . X,) = iie(ko . _?o, k, X,) = (I%-’ . k;) ii&?o, X,) 
= (hi-’ . h$ iie(io, X,). 0 
Lemma 1.2.3. Let 20 E 20 and Xl E Xl. The support of iie(&, XI) is the intersec- 
tion of the supports of 20 and j;_,. 
Proof. We may see the supports of X0,%, and Z = 770(X0, Xl) as idempotents eo, 
e, and f of L,(h). Then 5 = iie(eo . X0, e, XI) = (eoe,) . iTs(Xo, %I), whence 
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f 5 eoet. To prove the converse inequality, we may suppose that eo = ei =: e. 
Let h = e -J’. Then 0 = h? = fo(h ..%o, h . X1). More generally, iie( jo, ji) = 0 for 
every elements j+ E bandfh . &), e = 0, I. For, we may suppose j$ L: h . XC, and 
we have h. S& = k@J;r rl with k~ E L,(B), kp > 0 fi-a.e. (P = 0,l). Then 0 = 
7i~(h.~~,h.~.1)=jiif(k0.y0,k,.y,)=(kd~’.k_~).ji~(~0,L.,),withk01-~.kie>O 
b-a.e., hence ~~(~~,~~) = 0. But every 5’ E Z+, with support f’ 5 h can be 
written 5’ = ji~( yo,yi), for some elements jo E To’, ji E Xi+, also with support 
f’ (replace if necessary the jp by f’ . jp); hence h. 2, = (0), which implies 
la=o. cl 
Now consider standard realizations .&,_?t of the ultrapowers &I,_% over 
(fi, d, ,G). They are defined by the mean of two systems of local units (Zz),,, 
(Z,!),, which we may suppose to be homologous. Let ii, = ii&+:, Z,‘,). By Lemma 
1.2.3, the system (Go),, is a local system of units for 2, which determines a 
standard realization 2 of 2. Denote indifferently by A the realization iso- 
morphisms of the different uftrapowers. 
Remark 1.2.4. In an earlier version of this paper, the proof of Lemma 1.2.3 was 
based on the following observation: denoting by Hx the Iocal uniform homeo- 
morphism Lt -+ X defined by Chaatit, we have for everyf E Li, HX; -am; = 
&&“>‘-” ’ ffx,CfY. 
Proof. Let U, be the common support of Zz,C;,i and ii,,. Suppose first that 
lo, ii E L,(G) and are supported by a finite number of Ua’s. Hence i:( = A(.&), 
with .?P = ht C, E A i?A (A finite and he E &(a)). Then: 
which means exactly that A(~~(~~~.~~)) = .%i-“. if. Thus the map 0 : %:x 
2; --a L,(f?)‘-, (.&,%l) + n(&$--H I &%I)~ coincides with A o ii@ on a dense 
subset of 2: x &+. On the other hand 0 is order-left continuous {i.e. pre- 
serves least upper bounds of upwards directed sets). By the Levi-Fatou 
property of 2, Q maps _$j+ x Xr into 2, and verifies the inequality 
(/O(Po,Xr)jli < ~~_~~~~~~~~~~~ /I$, for every 20 E 22, Zt E 2:. Since clearly 
the map 0 is continuous, and so it coincides with A o ;ie on the whole of 
&+x@. q 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. Lemma 1.2.5 shows that &-OX,” c .G?‘, the injection 
having norm 1. Conversely, if Z E A@, llZ]l < 1, choose (~i)~~[ c Z+, with 
/\z~/J < 1, representing 2. For each i, choose a decomposition zi = ~Q(x~,x,!), 
with xi’ E Xp, [[x:1/ < 1. Then A(Z) = O(&, _%t) is in the unit ball of _&-‘Xt@. Cl 
Remark 1.2.6. Conversely, given standard realizations Xe and 2 of 20, resp. 
(X,‘-” . X,“)-, there is a standard realization 81 of Xl, such that % = Xd-‘XfV 
For, let us start with an arbitrary standard realization XiO’ of Xl. By Theo- 
rem 1 2 1 2!i”) = ~I-~~(~)~ * * , is a standard realization of 2. Hence we have 
2 = +v. i!?) for som: weight w > 0, MI E b(G). We set Xl = w-tiB if)‘. 
1.3. Ultrapowers of sum and intersection of Kiithe function spaces 
~I~rapowers of an ~?~c~usion map 
Suppose that X and Y are two Kiithe function spaces over (0, A, p) with non- 
trivial concavity, and that X $I Y. Consider the natural injection i : XL) Y and 
its ultrapower extension i: : X --+ r (which is not an injection, unless X = Y, 
when the ultrafilter is ‘countably incomplete’ - see $0). Clearly i is a lattice 
homomorphism, which is order continuous since X is. Let Q, be the iso- 
morphism of Z(X) onto 2( Y) described in $1; these centers are also identifi- 
able with L,($?,A,b) as explained in 51.1. 
Lemma 1.3.1. For each T E z(2), we have 2” o r = Q(T) o Z; equivalently, the map 
ipreserves Fhe action uf L30(sZ), 
Proof. It is clear that Z preserves the action of i, = ~~~~~)i/~. If now f’ E 
I,,(@, and i E X, there exists by Corollary 1.1.4 an element & E t, which has 
the same action as f on both 2 and i(a). Then: i(f. 2) = i(& + 2) = i; i(Z) = 
f‘. i(X). cl 
Since H is order continuous, ker;LI is clearly a band of 8. Let r be the corre- 
sponding band projection, and (r = z-‘- its complementary projection (the 
‘support’ of 2’). Then Eln~ = 0, iltry is injective, with values in @(a) Y, by the 
preceding lemma. Moreover band(~(~)) = @i(g) Y: for, if not, there exists a 
band projection 7 I G(o) such that 7 i i(8); then i(@-‘f?-)X) = ?i(X) = 0, i.e. 
‘P-‘(T) l. (T, and 7 _L G(g), a contradiction. The same reasoning shows in fact 
that Supp(~(~)) 5: Supp(.%) fl @p(g) for all _? E k. 
We identify from now on the support 0 of Z and its image @(a) with the same 
element 5; E A. 
Lemma 1.3.2. One can choose the reakation (8, p) of (A%!, fii) as a couple ?f 
~~the~~~ct~on spaces so that f@ c l$?, and that the restrictia~ of the trans- 
,ferred map 2^ t5 1~2 is simply the inclusion map and has dense range (while 2^ van- 
ishes on llL+8). 
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Proof. Choose a system of local units (ZT)Y)(yEA, for l@; then thef, := Z&-J, 
a! E A’, form a system of local units of IIs Y (since eachf, has the same support 
as the corresponding 5,). Complete these systems by choosing two homologous 
systems of local units (in the sense of Remark 1.1.4) (E&,,,, (&rrEp,, for 
llscX, resp. llsE Y. The resulting systems of local units of k and Y realize X, Y as 
Kiithe function spaces X, Y. The relation Supp(~(~)) = Supp(k) ni shows then 
that $( Ilo) 5 0, for every fl contained in the support or, of some &, ~1: E A’; re- 
placing l? by oa\o, we obtain ;( ll,) = Ilo; thus 2^, restricted to s, is the identity 
map. El 
U~~YUPOW~YS 0f X0 n xl and x0 + Xl 
Definition 1.3.3. Let Yo, Yi be KGthe function spaces relative to the same 
measure space (S, C, v), and UO, Ui two elements of C, with UO U U1 = S. We 
call degenerate sum of the couple (Ys, Yr) with respect to ( UO, VI) the space 
C,UO,U,)(Y~, Yi) := llu,Y~+ li,,Yi, with the natural norm II.ylj =inf{ll.v~ll~,+ 
~~yl~i~,/y=y~+~l;y~ E b,~ yO,y~ E b, . Yr ). We call degenerate intersection 
of the couple ( Yo, Yt) with respect to (UO, VI) the space A,,,Q,(Yo, YI) := 
{y E Lo(S,a,v)/llqy E Yo, ll~,y E YI}, equipped with the norm llyll = 
l~nu”Y~~~” ~~rnU,Y~~~. 
When Us = Ur = S, we obtain the usual spaces Ye + Yr and YO II Yr. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Let X0, Xl be Klithe function spaces with non-trivial concavity, 
over the same measure space (0, A, p), and Xj = Xj”/14 their ultrapowers relative 
to the same ultraftlter. Then 20, .?I can be realized as Kothefernction spaces over 
the same measure space (fi, d, j2) in such a way that (X0 + Xl)‘,& and 
(X0 (7 Xl)‘,& ure (isometrically) lattice isomorphic to a degenerate sum, resp. a 
degenerate intersection of 20, Xl. More precisely, there are subsets U, p in Asuch 
that (X0 + Xl)‘,44 N Co. ~(20, .?j) and (X0 n XI)‘/U - Ap,,(&,, 21). 
This theorem is a consequence of several simple lemmas. First let us fix some 
notations: we se& A = X0 n Xl, C = X0 + Xr , and let d, J? be their ultrapowers; 
let jt, resp. ip (I = 0,l) be the natural inclusion maps A -+ X,, resp. Xt + C, 
and i be the natural inclusion map A -+ C(hence i = io o jo = il oj,). Denote by 
je, ip, g the corresponding ultrapower extensions. Finally let $,$,s be the re- 
spective supports of these ultrapower extensions. 
Lemma 1.3.5. One has ZO(_%O) f ‘LTl(X;;1) = 2 and %00(.&o) n G(~I) = i(d). Conse- 
quently 3; U 3; = f? and 3; n$[ = 2. Moreover for each 2 E 2, one has llXll = 
inf{ llk0/lg, + Il.% ilf,/;i- = HO + G(%))- 
Proof. (i) The map k : X0 @r Xr -+ C, (nO,xl) t-3 &(x0) + ij (xl) is a metric 
surjection, i.e. maps the open unit ball of X0 fB1 Xr onto the open unit ball of C 
(here the norm on X0 $, Xi is simply )1(x0, xi)11 = IJxoljxO + &XI Ilx,). It is easy 
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to verify that the ultrapower extension of k is necessarily a metric surjection. 
Hence ;,,(X,,) + 2, (2,) = 2 and the claimed formula for 11 . 112 holds. 
(ii) The inclusion Z(n) 2 &(X0) f’ 2, (2,) is clear. Conversely if 2 E io( 
Z,(X,), with .? > 0, we have 2 = (io(x~))~,, = (i,(x!))t,,, with x9 L 0, x! L 0; 
let yj = ~0 A x,! ; the family ( J+)~ E I is bounded in A, hence it defines an element 
jj of A. Since 0 5 y; - xi” 2 Ix! - x01, we have i(y) = &(X0) = 2. 0 
Lemma 1.3.6. For every X E & one has \jZ_llh = Ilj,)+, v Ilj~Xllx,._ Moreover 
ker& n kerg, = (0) and ker jo + ker 3, = ker i. Consequently $0 u S1 = fi and 
Sons, =S. 
Proof. (i) The map A --f X0 $, XI, x++ (j~(x),jl(x)) is an (into) isometry 
(here X0 @, X, is equipped with the sup norm). The ultrapower extension is 
also an into isometry, which implies the statement about the norms (and a for- 
tiori the intersection of kernels). 
(ii) The inclusions kerjs c ker 2, kerg, c ker Z are clear, since Z = ?_o jo = 
i, o 3,. Conversely if X E ker i; with X 2 0, let (xL)~~* be a bounded family in A, 
representing .?‘, and such that xi + 0 in C. Then we can decompose xi = 
‘8 xl! + xf ,with $ 2 0, x! > 0, and xi x 0 in X0, xf z 0 in X,. Thus (x~!)~~,, 
(xf )i, I define elements j;-, E ker joo, X, E ker 3,) such that X = X0 + _j;, . 0 
Lemma 1.3.7. One has ker ;io = jo(ker?, ), ker 2, = J, (ker &). Consequently 
30 = L?{ and31 = 3;. 
Proof. (i) We have ker 3, c ker Z (by Lemma 1.3.6) and js(ker i) c ker Zo (since 
‘io o & = 2”). Hence jo(ker3,) C_ ker io. Conversely if ,? E ker ZO, and X > 0, and if 
Cxi)i, I is a bounded family in Xi which represents X, then there are decom- 
positions xi = xi +x:, with xi E Xl, $’ E Xc and Ilx~llx, ; 0, IIxFI(~, s 0. 
Then (x[)~~ I defines an element < of A, such that jo($) = X, 5, ([) = 0. 
(ii) We deduce from (i) that 3; = s;f n 30. But $ c 30 (since 30 U L?l = fi), 
thuss[ =$, i.e.$ =s,. 0 
Proof of Thepre_m 1.3.4. We choose now systems of local units (Z,),, (Zz),, (;A),, 
(f,), in A, XO, XI, Z f o 11 owing way. Choose first systems of local units (I?,), t A, 
(&) crE&’ (Q,EA, of, respectively, IsA, I,,&, Is,&. Set g,O = jO(Zn) for 
a E A u Ao, 2: = j, (2,) for (Y E A u Al; choose systems of local units (Z,O),,A,, 
(~fJntAo for Jl,,,&, resp. I$,$, which are homologous to (Z,), EA,, resp. 
(2 1 ,I o E Ao .-Finally setfa = io(i?z) for (Y E A U A I, andf, = 2, (;A) for a E A U Ao. 
Then A, 20, _%, 2? are identified to generalized KGthe function spaces over 
(fi, d, II), and (see the proof of Lemma 1.3.2) we have the norm one inclusions 
with dense ranges: 
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From Lemma 1.3.5 we deduce that: ,!? = l&&-i- l&xi (with equal norms). 
From Lemma 1.3.6, we see that for each X E A, we have: 
since je, jr vanish on the bands generated by St\& resp. &\$. By Levi-Fatou 
property of h and a density argument, we deduce that d = (2 f Lo(fi, 2: fi)/ 
Q,.? E x0, lls,? E yi} with the natural norm. 0 
1.4. Ultrapowers of Calder~n-Lozanovskji i~t~rpoIation spaces 
Notation 1.4.1, We denote by Ct the class of normalized ~alder~n-Lozanovskii 
functions, i.e. the functions cp : IF8: -+ R+ which are homogeneous of degree 
one, concave, continuous at the boundary and normalized by the condition 
~(1, 1) = 1. We equip Ci with the topology r of uniform convergence on the 
compact subsets of the open positive cone of &X2. 
Recall that Ci is compact for T. For, it is homeomorphic to the set r(I) 
of concave non-negative continuous functions defined on the segment 
I = { (x,y) E l$/x + y = l}, taking the value 1 at (1,l); r being equipped with 
the topology of uniform convergence on the compact subsets of the open seg- 
ment. We can clearly replace I by the segment [- 1, l]. Then functions 
I? E r([-I, I]) verify the condition l/h/j, < 2, and are lipschitzian of constant 
2,‘~ over the segments [- 1 + E, 1 - E]; the compacity of r and Ci is then a simple 
consequence of Ascoli’s theorem, and the fact that a continuous non negative 
concave function over ] - I,1 [ has a continuous extension to [-I, I]. 
Definition 1.42. If 9 E Ci we denote by r, the closure in Ci of the set of func- 
tions 
Definition 1.4.3, We caii generalized Calder~n~~-Lozanovskii (in short gCL) 
function over the measure space (S, C, v), a measurable map 40 : S x iR$ + R+ 
whose v-almost partial functions ps = cp(s, . , .) are in the class Cl. If ( Yo, Y, ) is a 
couple of Kiithe function spaces over (S, E, v), and ‘p is a gCL-function on 
(S1 C, v), the generalized Calderon-Lozanovskii intermediate space p( y0, YI) 
is the space of z E &(S, E, V) whose modulus is majorized by X9(. ,J~o,,vI) for 
some X > 0, ye E Ball( Yc), yi E Bail( Yft) (11 z/i being the in~mum of such Xl. 
We can now give the main result of this section: 
Theorem 1.4.4. Let X0, XI be KGthe.function spaces ~vith non-trivial concavity, 
over the same measure space (Jz? A, p), and Xj = X:/tr their altra~o~~ers relative 
to the same ultrafilter. Let cp E Cl, and ip(Xo, Xl) be the corresponding Calde- 
r6n-Lozanovskii nterpolation space. Then 20~ x, can be realized as K6the func- 
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tion spaces over the same measure space (fin, A, fi) in such a way that cp(&, XI)‘/! 
is (isometrically) lattice isomorphic to a generalized Calderbn-Lozanovskii n- 
terpolation space @(J&XI) relative to a gCL function @ defined on (fi,d,,), 
whosepartialfunctions @G belong for a.e. W to the compact set r, associated to cp. 
We give first a slight reformulation of the notion of gCL function: 
Lemma 1.4.5. Let Y-J, Y, be Kothe function spaces over (S, C, v), and Q, : 
Y,i x Y,’ 4 Lt (S, C, II) be a concave L &-homogeneous map of degree one, sep- 
arately non-decreasing ineach variable, and with dense range. Then there exists a 
gCL function (p on (S, E, u), and a positive weight w E Lt(S, 22, u) such that 
@(yo, YI) I wCp(. , yo, ye), for every yo E Yz, yl E Yc, with equality on the inter- 
section of the supports of yo, yl. 
By L&-homogeneous map @ of degree one we mean that @(hyo, hy,) = 
h@( yo,yl), for every h E Lz, yo E Yc, ye E Y:. 
Proof. Choose a maximal set of disjoint indicator functions (ll,J, which be- 
long simultaneously to YO and Yt, and set w, = @(ll~,, , IA,), and w = C, w,, 
(note that each w, is supported by A,, hence the sum converges in Lo). Then 
@( IIA, ll,) = IIA w for all A E C. Note that w > 0 a.e., by the density of the range 
of @. For every A, p > 0, define similarly w(‘,b) E Li, such that 
@(XnA,pnA) = 1.0 j(‘,fi), for all A E C. Choose measurable representants 
cp(. , A, p) of (PA”” := wA.II /w, for A, I_L E Q+, X + p = 1, verifying the concavity 
condition with respect to (A, II), restricted to barycenters with rational coeffi- 
cients. Then extend the definition of cp(. , A, p) by continuity and homogeneity 
to all (A, II) in the open quadrant. We set also ‘p(. , A, 0) = Xw’,’ and ‘p(. , 0, p) = 
w . '.' We obtain a function ‘p which is gCL, except that it may be not con- 
tinuous at the boundary. The relation @(yo,yt) = wcp(. ,yo,yt) is verified first 
for step functions yp = C, A, nu7, l = 0,1 (the number of steps may be infinite): 
then it is extended to all yo, yt, by approximating each ye by a step function PI 
such that yr < 3~ < (1 + E)YB, and using the fact that @ is non-decreasing and 
homogeneous. Let (p be the continuous extension of the restriction of cp to the 
open quadrant; then (p is gCL, majorizes cp, and verifies the desired relation 
with @. 0 
Let now X0, X1 be as in Theorem 1.4.4, and set Z = cp(Xo, Xt). If X,-, E x0, 
Xl E x,, consider the subset F = &,,,t, of Z, whose elements are the 
(cp(x~.~,xt,~))~,, E Z, for all representing families (x~,;)~~~ c & of Xa, B = 0,l. 
This set 3 is norm bounded in 2, and more precisely IJZI( < Il?oll v ((~YIII, for all 
Z E F. Moreover F is an upwards directed set. For, if Z’ = (~p(xA,~, x{ ~));,, and 
Z -” = (P(x(i?x~‘,i))~,, are elements of F’, we set xe,i = xb i V xiri ; then Z = 
(cp(xo,~,xl,i))~~~ belongs to F and majorizes both Z’ and 5”. The space Z has 
Levi-Fatou property (since Z, like Z, has non-trivial concavity). Hence F ad- 
mits a least upper bound F(&, X1) in Z. 
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Lemma 1.4.6. The map F : 2, x 2,’ -+ ? is concave, separately non-decreas- 
ing, L,(Jr)+-homogeneous of degree one and surjective. The norm of every ele- 
ment 2 E Z isgiven by theformula llZl/ = inf{ JlxsllfO V &xl [Jp, /lZl 5 F(.?o, 521)). 
Proof. (a) Let XO,~O E %$, with X0 < j&, and Xt E 2,; then for every t E _7&, 
and 5’ E .?&.i,, 2 V2’ belongs to J&,~,: for, if (xO,i)iEI, (yo,i)iG, represent X0, 
resp. Vo, then (xo, i v YO, i)i, I also represents j& Hence F(xo, XI) < F( j& 2,). 
(b) If (xe,i)iclT (yP,i)icl are representing families of Xl, resp. jje E _Pj+, 
e = 011, then (xp,i +y~.i)i~~ is a representing family for 5+ + _jj~. Since 
P(xt,i +Yt.i) 2 P(xt,i) + Cp(YP,i) 
we obtain that for every 2 E -T&, and 5’ E .Tj.,,,+ , the sum Z + 2’ is majorized 
by an element of &O+,,,~, +~k,; that is, F(Xo +j& XI +j4) > F(&,.%I)+ 
F(.Po,_k). 
(c) It is clear that the map F is positively scalarly homogeneous. Let us show 
first that it is i&-homogeneous. If (xO,i)iE,, (xt,i)itl, and (hi)i,-r are represent- 
ing families for X0 E To+, Xi E XT and h E L&, then (hi XO.~)~~~, (hi. xl,i)iE, 
are representing families of iz. 20, lz. Xl. Since cp(h; . xo,i, hi . XI,~) = 
hip(%o,i, xl,i), we obtain that F(j? . X0, FI. X1) > TI. F(Xo, Xl). We may suppose 
that h < Il. Let k = ll - h. We have also F(k . io, k. 21) 2 I%. F(&, X1). Then: 
F(%o,yo) 2 F(h . X0, i . i,) + F(i. ,?o,k. X,) 
~h~F(~o,x,)+k.F(~o,x,)=F(~o,~o) 
hence the preceding inequalities are in fact equalities, i.e. F(h .ko, i . X1) = 
h. F(go, X,). 
If nowf belongs to L, (fin)+? then by Corollary 1.1.4 (generalized to the case 
of three spaces) there exists h E (i,), such that /? . X, =f . Xl, C = 0, 1, and 
h . F(Ro, X1) = f . F(%o, kl). Hence F(f . go,f .X1) = f F(xo, -;Il). 
(d) The surjectivity of F is now easy to see. If Z = (z;)t,[ belongs to Z+, we 
have pi = p(xo, i, XI, i), with x!, i E Xt, and IIxo.iIl V IIxl,ill i (1 + E)IIziIl. Let 
xO = (xO,i)jE, and Xl = (~t,i)~~,. Then 2 < F(&.%l) and consequently Z = 
h. F(&, X1) = F(h .X0, h XI), for some h E Lm(./2)+, and moreover J(h . XoliV 
llh 21 II 5 (1 + ~)ll~ll. 
Conversely if Z = F(~o,%~), then Z = sup3, where the elements of 3 have 
norm less than llxell v /lXl II. S ince F is upwards directed and Z has Levi-Fatou 
property, we have J/Z11 5 1lX0ll v [&?I II. 0 
Lemma 1.4.7. The map F is order left continuous, i.e. for every upwards directed 
sets (20,~)~ E 2:. (Xl,n), E &’ admitting 20, resp. Xl for least upper bounds, we 
haveF(J;b,.%) = V, F(~o,,,%.~). 
Proof. Set b,, = he. Xt, with ho,U E L,(@. We may choose ha,(Y(.) = 1 on the 
complement of the support of 2~. Then V, hp, (2 = Il. Hence: 
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v F(xo.,,xl,,) = v F(ho,. . ji-O,hl,ck .%I
n a 
2 v f-((ho,, A hl,,) . x0, (ho,o, A h,d .?I) 
Lemma 1.4.8. Ifi?0 E 20, 21 E 21, then Supp(xe) n Supp(xi) c Supp(F(xo, xi)) 
c Supp(X0) U Supp(jt-1). In particular, if 20 and j;_, have same support, it is the 
support ofF(Xo,~,). 
Proof. Let V = Supp(X0) U Supp(xt); since F(xo,Ri) = F(Il, . x0, II, . Xi) = 
1,. F(xo,xl), we have Supp(F(x0,x1)) c v. To prove the other inclusion, we 
may suppose that Supp(&) = Supp(Xi) := 0. Let Z E g+, with support in 0 
and disjoint from F(&, 21). We have Z = F( yo,j+) (by the surjectivity of F), and 
we may suppose that the supports of 
j& = VM (Ye A M&), J? = 0, 1, whence: 
Z=VF(yoAMxo,y,AMxi) 
M 
L v (~(.Fo,.h) A MQkO>%)) 
=E (ZAMF(io,%:l)) 
= 0. cl 
Remark 1.4.9. If Supp(Xo) = Supp(X,), 
jjo, jji are also included in 0. Then 
(by Lemma 1.4.7) 
then for every representing families 
(xo,;)~~, C xg, (~1,;)~~~ C Xc, the family (cp(x~.;,xl,;))~~~ represents F(%s,xi). 
Proof. We prove that the set &,,x, has only one element. Suppose for instance 
that (x6, i)iEI is another representing family for x0, and set Z = (cp(xo,;, xi.;)):,,, 
2’ = (cp(x~,;,xl,;))y,f. We may suppose that x0,; 5 xi i, for every i E Z (replac- 
ing if necessary_xi,i by x0,; V xi,;). Then xo,; = h; . x:,;, for some h; E L,(G), 
Ilh;llq i 1. Set h = (h;)y_c,. Since I\(1 - h;)xA,;ll = 11~6,~ - xo,;lJ s 0, we have 
(II - h) . j;_o = 0, i.e. II - h and .?s have disjoint supports. Since the support of 2’ 
is included in the common support of 20 and Xi, it is also disjoint from the 
support of II - h, i.e. (II- It) .2 = 0. Then: 
2’ = & . 2’ = (hi. p( xi,i>xl,i))yEI = (dhi .xi,;,hi ’ xl,i))t,, 
= (q(xo,i,hi .xI,;))~,~ I (Cp(Xo,i,Xl,i))~~, = 5. 
Since the converse inequality is trivial, we obtain Z = 5’. 0 
Remark 1.4.10. Suppose that cp belongs to the class Ce whose elements satisfy 
the conditions 
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In this case the map pi : Xl x XT --) Z,, (x0, x1) H cp(x0, x1) is uniformly con- 
tinuous, and the above defined map F is nothing but the ultrapower extension 6 
of @. 
Proof. First we have for every x0 E X,j+, XI E 2’: the following norm estima- 
tion: 
lIP(xo~xl)ll lp(X”.X,) 2 c~Il~olltolI-~III:;B” lI~0ll:JHII~lIlsx,1~ 
For, suppose e.g. llxoll < [[xl 11 = 1. We have: 
P(XO>Xl) = P 
( 
Ilxoll~JI ) 5 cll~oll%(&.xI) 
and 
On the other hand we have: 
lcp(xo,xl) - P(xo,~l)l = ‘PC x0, XI ” xi, - cp(xo, Xl A XI, 
I cp(XO,Xl ” XI - x1 A x;, 
= dxo, 1x1 - XII, 
since the partial functions cp(u, .) are concave, nonnegative, hence subadditive. 
Thus by the preceding norm estimation we obtain: 
lI~(xo,xl) - ‘p(Xo,~l)llz I cboll~-Ollxl - 4llf” Ilxoll~llx1 - 4ll;-“l. 
Proceeding analogously with the first variable, we find that @ is uniformly 
continuous on each set {Ilxoll 5 p, llxr I( I: p}, with a modulus of continuity 
W(S) I C(M. 
In particular this implies that the set &.,,i, has only one element; the ultra- 
power extension & is then well defined and coincides with F. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.4.4. Given two homologous systems of local units (a,“),, 
@A), of 20, resp. 21, we may choose 2, := F(Zz, $), as a system of local units 
of 2 (Lemma 1.4.8). This determines tandard realizations 20, 21, 2 of 20, 21, 
2, for which the systems (Zz),, (ZA),, (&), identify with the same system ( BA,)~ 
of indicator functions. We transfer F to a map yo’ x 2,;’ + g+. By Lemma 1.4.5 
there is a gCL function (p over (Q, A, p), such that F(&, .?I) > Cp(., Ro(.), 21 (.)), 
with equality on the intersection of supports (note that with this choice of the 
realization of 2, the weight appearing in Lemma 1.4.5 is w = ll,). 
We have then 2 = @(PO, 21) isometrically. For, it is clear that Cp(&, 21) c 2, 
with inclusion having norm less than one. Conversely let 1 E .k+; we have 
2 = F(io,iI), with Ilko~l v (I.?, I/ < (1 + ~)/Sll. Choose i E $ot n PI;’ such that 
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Supp(i) = Supp(.?s) u Supp(R1) (this is possible since Re and ii have sigmafi- 
nite supports). Then: 
when p 10; so: 
llqq&,~,, 5 tll~oll + Pll~ll) v Wll + Pllt^ll) 1 Il~oll v 11% II 
when pI 0, and finally llQ,g,p,, 5 112112. 
We show now that (7, has partial functions Cp; belonging to l$ . Define a dis- 
tance for the topology IT on Cl, by: d(cpl ,(~2) = C, 22”d,((pi, (pz), where 
Note that d,(cpi ,(~2) remains unchanged when we restrict the supremum to the 
setK,={(u,v)/u,~>(l/n),u+v=l,u,v~~}.Thus,ifcp~isafixedelement 
in Cl, the function L;r 4 d(cpo,&) is measurable. So is d : d(G) = d(T,,,cp;), 
since-r, is separable. We show that d(G) = 0 a.e. If not, there exist E > 0, n > 1 
and CT E 2, with G(o) > 0, such that d,(W) > E on 0. We may suppose that 
0 c Supp(Z,) =: 0,. Choose a finite E/2-net (~1,. . . cpp~} in r, (i.e. the union 
of E/2-balls centered at the cp;, i = 1,. . N covers r,). Choose representing 
families (4,i)iEl) (~.;),GI of Z?z,Zh, with Supp(ez,,) = Supp(.&) =: A;. Set 
with the usual convention i = 0. For each i, choose a partition (Ai,j)j=1,,.,N of 
Ai such that d($+,, pj) < 2-“~ for a.e. w E A;,j. Set e,,,i = ‘p(e$, e:,;). We have 
thus, for j = 1,. . . N, and every u, u > 1 /n: 
DA, ,id qf,,, veh,;) - Pj(&~)P(e,0.;,&i)l 5 E%i~.4i, 
By Remark 14.9, the family (‘p(Ue$, Vek%i)iEI represents F(uZz, G?~), for every 
U, u > 0. LetAj be the element of A whose indicator function is represented by 
(I]A, ,)iE I. Passing to the ultrapower in the preceding inequality we obtain: 
Vj = I, N, ~~,IF(uZ~,UZ!) - pj(u, w)Z,,I < E?,,J~,. 
Since P,, = F(Dz, EJ?), this implies (see the proof of Lemma 1.4.5) that: 
Vj= l,... N, for a.e. W Ekj n U,, ($>(u,v) - vj(U,U)I 5 E, 
hence (noting that Ur= 1 ji II 0,) d,(@,, T,) < E a.e. on on, a contradiction. 0 
We shall precise slightly now the gCL function (p introduced in Theorem 1.4.4. 
For M > 0, let r;M (resp. r:“) be the adherence of the set {cpU,,,/O <: 
Mu < U} (resp. {cpU,,/O < MU < u}) and r$ = nM>O r:.‘, 
(note that l$, ri and {cp} are not necessarily disjoint). 
r; = &,>O r:.” 
As in Section 1.3, we denote by j, the inclusion maps n = X0 n XI --f Xp, 
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e = 0, 1, and by $ the support of their ultrapower maps j$ : a --+ 2,. Let 
3 = $0 II 3, and TP = &e\s. 
Proposition 1.4.11. There is a realization of &and2 = (cp(&, Xl))‘/L!, such that 
2 = Cp(&, xl), andmoreover @G = cpf0ra.e. G E 3, and& E r;, resp. rif0ra.e. 
W E To, resp. FL. 
This is a consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.4.12. If .?t E&+, t = 0,l are non-zero elements and have the same 
support which is included in To, then they have representing families (xe, i)i, I such 
that XI,; > MixO, i > 0, (Vi E I), where the A4; are positive reals such that 
limi,u M; = 00. 
Proof. It follows from Section 1.3 (see the representation theorem for 2) that 
X0 E $(A); we have thus 50 = jo(X) with moreover ji(j;) = 0. Hence we can 
choose a representing family (x0, i)i, 1 of ~0 such that xO,i E X1 and Ei := 
IIxO,illx, 3 0. Set Mi = &i -“*; let (xt,i)i be a representing family of Xi, and set 
Ai = {xr,i < Mixo,i}. Then: 
IllA,-xI,illX, I MilJJA,xO.ill*, I Mi&i s 0. 
Since 21 and X0 have the same support, this implies that II llAixs,illx, x 0 (if not 
we would have ii = ( IIA,)~~, with 50 # 0 = +,?I). Thus (x;,~)~ := (lla;xe,i)i are 
representing families of Xe, e = 0, 1, with the desired property. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.4.11. We choose systems of local units (P,),, (Zz),, (ZL), 
of 2, x0, J?t as in the proof of Theorem 1.3.4. For a E A, resp. As, At, these lo- 
cal units have their supports included in s, resp. PO, %. 
For o E A, we have 2: = j$(&), e = 0, 1, i.e. we can choose a common 
representing family (e,,i)i for .Zi and Ch. Then since (cp(u. e,,i, w. e,,i))/ 
(cp(e,,i, e,,i)) E cp(u, w), we obtain $6 = ‘p for a.e. iz, E S. 
For (Y E Ao, we choose the representing families (e&)i, (e$)i given by 
Lemma 1.4.12. The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 1.4.4 shows then 
that Cpw E ri for a.e. 2 E TO. The case W E Fr is analogous. 0 
2. KijTHE FUNCTION SPACES WITHOUT NON-TRIVIAL CONCAVITY 
2.1. Realization of the ultrapowers for spaces without non-trivial concavity 
The p-convex case 
Let X be a K&he function space with Levi-Fatou property and non-trivial 
convexity. Let Y = X’ be its K&he dual, which has non-trivial concavity; we 
have then: Y’ = Y’ = X” = X. It is well known that 2 = Xl/U identifies iso- 
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metrically with a w*-dense subspace of (Y)*. The isomorphism j, : T? -+ ?* is 
given by: 
V’E = (Xi)yE1 E 2, vn = ( Yi)tEf E r, (j%(t), 77) = IjF(Xi,Yi). 
Note that L, acts on (Y)*, by the conjugate of the action of L, on Y. 
Lemma 2.1.1. The map j, is an (into) order-isomorphism preserving the action of 
L, = L&y/U. 
Proof. Set j = j,. If h E L,, we have clearly: 
v’x E x, VjE r: (j(h..%),y) = (j(Z),h.y) = (h.j(k),y) 
hence j(h X) = h .j(X). On the other hand, jj is clearly positive; to see that it 
preserves the lattice operations, it suffices then to see that it preserves disjoint- 
ness. But if [i, (2 are disjoint elements of 2, there are disjoint elements ht, &, 
of L, such that & = & <u. Then hr .j(&) =j(hu . &) = j(&), i.e. the j(<u) are 
disjoint. 0 
Let L,(J?,k, ,G) be a fixed realization of the ultrapower L~(fl,A,p). Let _ _ 
np : r + p c Lo(.R,A, CL) be a standard realization of Y as Kothe function 
space over (fi,k, ,G). Let i be the natural identification of the dual A(Y)* with 
the Kbthe dual A(Y)‘, which we consider as an order-embedding n(Y)* --t 
&(fi,j,b). Then Ap := i o A;-’ o j* is an order embedding of _% into 
Lo(fi,A, j2). We call A, (or simply its image A(x)) a dual standard realization of 
2. This space A(&, equipped with the norm inherited from 2, appears as a 
Banach lattice of measurable functions over (6?,A, b), not a Kijthe function 
space in general, since it need not be an order-ideal of Lo(f?,k, b). 
Lemma 2.1.2. With thepreceding notations, we have: A( ?) = A(@‘. 
As usual, A(%)’ denotes the space {f E &(fi,k,b)/Vg E A(.?),fg E Ll}, 
equipped with the natural seminorm: IJfIln(x)r = sup{ Ilfgllt/g E A(B), 
II&~) 5 11. 
Proof. By the construction itself, we have A(_%) c A(Y)’ (with isometric in- 
clusion). Thus A(r) = A( F)” c A(_?)’ with norm one inclusion. Conversely, let 
j = (yi)t,l E Y. Choose xi E X = Y *, with l/xil(x = 1 and (xi,yi) = II yil\ r. 
Then X = (xi):,1 verifies (j~(X),y) = lljjll and ll-i;-ll = 1. Hence j(x) is a 
I-norming subspace (of Y”) for Y; equivalently, A(%) is I-norming for A(?). 
Thus the inclusion map A(r) c A(.$)’ is an isometry. Since A(Y) is a Kothe 
function space with Levi-Fatou property (by q-concavity), we have in fact that 
A(Y) = A(f)‘. Cl 
Remark 2.1.3. (a) The band generated by A(x) in Lo(fi,A”, ,G) is b(fi,k, j2) it- 
self. (For, the seminorm on A(%)’ is in fact a norm.) 
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(b) A(X) c A(X)” . isometrically, but since A(X) is not a Kiithe function 
space, this does not imply that the norm on X is semicontinuous for the order 
(suprema of directed sets need not coincide in A(X) and in Lo(d’,A”, fi)). 
Remark 2.1.4. In the case where X isp-convex, q-concave (1 < p 5 q < CO), the 
set of dual standard realizations of X in La(fi,k,b) coincides with the set of 
standard realizations. 
For, we have X’i2(X) - Z( , ’ l/2 L fl d,p) Hence (see Remark 1.2.6), given a . 
standard realization X of X, there is a standard realization f of F = (Xl)- 
such that: X1/2jr’/2 = Lz(fi,&fi). Then X’1/2f”/2 = L~(fi,d,p) by [Loll. 
These two equations may be written: Xp = LI (fin, d, ,il) = 2’f’, which imply 
X c f’ c 2”. Since X is now a Kothe function space with Levi-Fatou prop- 
erty, this implies that X = (f)‘. Hence X is also the dual realization associated 
to the standard realization p (in this case jg is onto). The converse is equally 
easy. 
Remark 2.1.5. (a) It could be possible in the preceding to replace the hypoth- 
esis that X has Levi-Fatou property by the weaker hypothesis that the norm is 
order left continuous (11 V, x,]I = supn jlxn]j for every upwards directed set 
(x,), c X+, admitting a supremum in X), since this condition is equivalent o 
the fact that X c X” isometrically. 
(b) If this condition fails, one is led to consider X as a sublattice of its bidual 
X**. Since X* is a Kbthe function space over a bigger measure space (S, C,m), 
the ultrapower X will be realized no more over (fin, A, b), but over the bigger 
measure space (3, 2, y72). We do not develop this point of view further. 
The general case 
We consider now a Kothe function space X over (O,d,p), with Levi-Fatou 
property, but without assumption of convexity. 
Let p > 1, and X, := X’lp be the p-convexification of X. We denote by 
Sx : X + X, the Mazur map, defined by S*(x) = ]~I”~sgn (x). The Mazur map 
is a local uniform homeomorphism, so it has an ultrapower extension 
3;~ : 2 -A&. Consider AP : g + LQ (f2, A, p) a dual standard realization of g. 
We-set X = A(XP),,P, the l/p-concavification of the lattice of functions 
A(X,). We have X = S;‘A(_?P). where S,, : Lo(Q,d,p) --f &(O,d,p) is the 
Mazur map f~ ]fJ”Psgn (f). Recall that X is really a vector space, since 
s,-‘f +s;‘g=s,- ‘z+,(f,g), where u,,(f,g) = (f” +gp)‘lP belongs to A(&) if 
f ,g do, by the lattice functional calculus ([LT]). The space X is a Banach lattice 
of measurable functions on (fi,d,b), when equipped with the norm: ]lf]]f = 
II If ll’T(i, (the triangle-inequality is due to the p-convexity, with constant 
one, of the norm of A(X,)). Then A = S”&?~ : 2 3 L~(fi,d,fi) is an iso- 
metric order isomorphism from X onto X (the linearity of A is due to the fact 
that AP commutes with the operation up) which preserves the action of L,. 
We call A : 2 --f Lo(B) a weak standard realization of the ultrapower X. 
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Remark 2.1.6. We have still in this case that the band generated by A(_?) is the 
whole of Ls(fi,A, fi), and that the inclusion A(%) c A(@” is isometric. 
The first assertion is clear. To see the second one, let us introduce the fol- 
lowing notation: given a Banach lattice G of measurable functions over 
(S, C, m), whose support is S, we denote by G the order ideal generated by G in 
&(S, C, m), equipped with the norm: 
Il.% = Wll&/g E G+, Ifl 5 s>. 
Then G is a Kiithe function space over (S, C, m), and the norm of G coincides 
on G with that of G. Moreover we have (G)’ = G’. 
If G, is the p-convexification of G, we have clearly (GP)” = ((I?),, hence 
(G,)” = ((G),)” = ((G)“), (by [Loll) = (G”),. All these equalities are iso- 
metric. Then Remark 2.1.6 is a consequence of Remark 2.1.3 (b), and the fact 
that A(@, = A(z), by definition. 
We shall now characterize the weak standard realizations among the lattice 
embeddings _% + Lo (fin). 
Lemma 2.1.7 (Separation Lemma). Let X be a Kiithe function space with Levi- 
Fatou property, and A : i? -+ Lo(B) a weak standard realization of 2. For every 
_? E x and every sigma-Jnitek E .& thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(i) (Supp (A(2)) andk are disjoint. 
(ii) There exists an idempotent h E i, such that i? X = X and IliAh = 0. 
Proof. (ii) + (i) is clear since A(h . X) = h . A(2). 
(i) + (ii). We may suppose that X has non-trivial convexity and that A is a 
dual standard realization: for, if SX : X _ - _ _ -*_Xp is the Mazur map, we have 
Sx( h .5i) = h . Sx(X), for every idempotent h of L,, and S, : Lo(d) + Lo(fi) 
conserves supports. 
Let Y = X’ and JJ E A(Y) with supportk (such an i, exists sincek is sigmafi- 
nite, and A(r) is a Kiithe function space). Let j = A-‘(P). We have: 
(X,y) = (A,(X),j) = 0. 
On the other hand, if (~i);~~, ( y;)iEI are representing families for 2, resp. j, 
we have: I(_%,j)I = lim;,,, )(xi,yi)] = limj,,, I/xi yil]t. By Lozanovskii’s theorem 
([Loll), we can write xiyi = xly,!, with XI E X, yl E Y and llx~llX = (I y’ll 5. 
11~; Y~I/;‘~. Set Bi = { lx;1 > lx,fl} and Ci = {I yil > Iyll}. Then Bi n Ci is a null set, 
and 1s: l,Xil 5 !x,!I + 03 JC: IYil I_lYlI -+ 0 in norm, which means that, setting 
n_E = (I,); E L,, nP = (n,); E L,, we have 1,X = X, II, j = j (which implies 
C>k)andBnCisanullset. 0 
Definition 2.1.8. Let X be a K&he function space (with Levi-Fatou property) 
and 5 E %. We call (abstract) support of .U, and we denote by Supp (X), the 
idempotent of L, (fin) defined by: 
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Supp (X) = A {h E i, idempotent such that h .Si = k} 
where the infimum is meant in the complete lattice &,(fi). 
Proposition 2.1.9. Let Xbe a Kiithefunction space with Levi-Fatouproperty, and 
A : _? -+ Lo( fi) be a lattice embedding. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) A is a weak standard realization. 
(ii) A preserves supports (Supp (A(5)) = Supp (X), V.? E X). 
(iii) Apreserves the action of L, and the bandgenerated by A(x) is the whole of 
LO(G fi). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): Lemma 2.1.7 shows that a weak standard realization pre- 
serves supports. Note that the supremum of the supports of elements of _? 
equals the support of A(%), (i.e. the supremum of the supports of A(%), % E %), 
which is the whole of fi by Remark 2.1.6. 
(ii) + (iii): Let A : _f -+ &(fi) b e a support preserving lattice embedding. If 
h is an idempotent of L, and X E f+, we have A(i. 5) 2 h. A(i), by the sup- 
port condition. Replacing h by n - &, we obtain the equality. By linearity, we 
extend to arbitrary X E 2, and by linearity and approximation to every i E L,. 
Hence A preserves the action of L,. The support of A(_%?) equals the supremum 
of the supports of elements of 2, i.e. fi. 
(iii) + (ii): If A preserves the action of L,, then for every X E 2, 
Supp(A(Z)) c Supp(.?): f or, if h E L, is an idempotent such that i i = X 
then by (iii), & . A(i) = A(i), i.e. h 2 llsupp(ni-). 
Ifx,yEX,withO<Ixl~y,thenx=h.yforsomehEL,;thenSupp(x)= 
SUPP (6) n SUPP (3; since A(5) = hA(j), we have also: Supp (A(%)) = 
Supp (A) n Supp (A( j)), hence: 
SUPP (~\SUPP (A(3) = SUPP (@ n [SUPP (Y)\Supp (4.?))1. 
In particular, we see that the set Supp (Z)\Supp (A(i)) is disjoint from 
Supp (A(j)), for every jj 2 I.%‘(, hence for every J E 2 (replace if necessary j by 
[VI v IXl), i.e. is disjoint from Supp (A(@). By (iii), we see that Supp (A(i)) = 
SUPP(4. 
(ii) and (iii) j(i): Let A0 : .? + L,(fi) be an arbitrary weak standard reali- 
zation. We have: 
V’x E 2, Supp A,(_?) = Supp (X) = Supp A(Z) 
hence there exists w% E &o(B), with w;, > 0 on Supp(%), such that A(x) = 
w,ll~(%). We may suppose that Supp (WX) = Supp(X). If Xi,& E 2. let X = 
(%i( + 1x21; then 5 = hj . 2, with &j E im, j = 1,2. Hence: 
A(;Y) = A(hj ’ X) = hjA(X) = wihjAo(X) 
and on the other hand: 
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whence w:, = wi2 (= We) on Supp (5.1) f? Supp (2,). We deduce that there exists 
w E b(0), with w > 0 a.e. on fi, such that: 
vlx E x, w = hupp(.i) . w. 
This implies that n(5) = wAs(,%) for every X E 2, i.e. A is deduced from As by a 
change of density. It remains only to see that the class of weak standard real- 
izations of _% is invariant by a change of density. 
If X isp-convex, and the realization A of _% is dual to the realization Ap, then 
w . A is dual to w-l A F (which is also a realization of y’, by Section 1.1). 
In the general case, if the realization A of _? is deduced from the realization 
Ap of 2, by p-convexification, then w . A is deduced same way from wlIPAp. 0 
Remark 2.1.10. The second condition is necessary at the point (iii) of Proposi- 
tion 2.1.9: for example, let k be a sigma-finite element in A, and X = ,&(.Q). 
Then i -+ II2 . j;_ is a lattice embedding which preserves the action of L,, but 
not the supports. 
Remark 2.1.11. As a corollary of Proposition 2.1.9 or of its proof, we obtain 
that: 
(a) In the case where X has non-trivial concavity, the class of weak standard 
realizations of 2 coincides with the preceding class of dual standard realiza- 
tions. 
(b) The notion of weak standard realization does not depend on the con- 
vexification index p > 1. 
Remark 2.1.12. For every set k E 2, consider the localized space 12 .2 = 
{ Ri . k/R E _?}, equipped with the norm ]I$ = inf{ l]_?]l/,? E 2+, and Ikl 5 
12 . .k}. Then ifA is sigma-finite, the space 12 . X coincides with the band lli ‘2” 
of 2”. Hence it is a Kothe function space (over (A, &, &)) with Levi-Fatou 
property. 
Proof. (a) If i E 2+, and y E &,(6’,A,b)+ verify y 5 jc, there is a f E 
L,(fi,k, b)+ such that y = f. 2. For every sigma-finite k E & there exists 
& E L&, such that nk .f = nk . A; let j’ = h. 2, we have j’ E 2 and ilk y = 
12 j’. Hence lli .B is a Kothe function space. 
(b) It is a straightforward exercise to verify that the Kijthe dual (02 . 8)’ co- 
incides with the band 02 ‘2 of 2’. Hence the Kothe bidual is IA . 2”. 
(c) Now we prove the Levi-Fatou property. Letk be a sigma-finite set in A 
and < E (12 ‘2):. By a known characterization of the Kothe bidual ([Z], §15), 
there is a non-decreasing sequence (in):= 1 in (l]ki)+, with V,, & = c, and 
SUP,, llallj 5 (1 + 4IIEll~u. W e h ave to show that [ E 12 . Ji?. Clearly (by con- 
vexifying if necessary), we may suppose that X has some non-trivial convexity. 
In this case 2’ = x?; let 2’ E x? with Supp (2’) =A. 
For every n 2 1, we can find -ji-, E 2, with &, 5 .?,,, and ]lkn]la 5 (1 + e)l]&ll. 
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Let (x~,;)~~~ be a representing family for in, and (xOiEI a representing family 
for Y. We assume that IIxn,ilj 5 11&[,11 and [jx,‘[[ < Ij.?‘l( (for every i,n). We define 
now a sequence (Un), of members of the ultrafilter U. Since (X, . X’), is non- 
decreasing, we have 
By Lozanovskii’s theorem, we can factorize u,+ r,i = ((V,<, X,,i . XI)- 
Xn + 1, i . XI), as &z+l,i =Yn.i ‘YA,i, with yn,i E X, JJ;., E X’ and II yn,i(lX = 
II YL,illX’ = I/%+ 1.i 1 ll”2. Let U,, E U such that l(Un,illt 5 2-” for every i E U,. We 
may suppose that U,,+r c U, and (assuming that the ultrafilter U is countably 
incomplete) that n, U,, = 0. For i E U,,\U,,+~, we set: 
Yi = X/z, i + Yn~ i y( = x,! + y,: i 
Then (Y,?,,~ is a representing family for k’, (yi)iEI is bounded in X, hence 
represents ome j E 2, and yi y,! > x,,.i . XI, for every m < n and every i E U,. 
This shows that j. 2 > R,, i’ for every m, hence 12 j > II2 I, and finally 
5 E 02 ‘2. Note also that ll<lli < l/j/l 5 supn l&?Hjj~ < (1 + E)~~~~~~,,. Letting 
E + 0, we find Il<lln = II&,,. 0 
2.2. Ultrapowers of Calderbn interpolation spaces without concavity 
Calderbn intermediate spaces for a couple of general lattices 
Let E, F be two Banach lattices of measurable functions over (S, C, m). We do 
not suppose that E, F are Kiithe function spaces, but we assume that 
L, (S, C, m) contains a closed subalgebra 2 which acts by multiplication over 
both E and F, and that this action is transitive, i.e. 
Vx,y E E (resp. F) with 1x1 6 y, 
3h E 2 such that x = h y and Ilhli, < 1. 
We define for 0 < 0 < 1 the Calderon intermediate space 
LP’F” = {~&“,g)/Y’ E E,g E F) c Lo(S,C,m) 
where ~0 : iR2 ---f R is the function 7ro(u, U) = l~(‘-~~v~~sgn (u)sgn (w). 
We verify that E’-‘F’ is a sublattice of &(S,C,m). Let x1 = rre(fr,gt), 
x2 = xH(f&g2) be elements of E’-“F’; setf = Ifr / + Ifi1 and g = lgr I + Ig2l; we 
may write h = hi .f, g; = k; .g, with h;,ki E 2 (i = 1,2). Then xi = 
rH(hi ‘f, ki ’ g) = rO(hi, ki) ’ r~(f,g), and we have re(hi,ki) E 2 by the func- 
tional calculus in the Banach lattice 2. Then XI + x2 = u ro(f,g) = 
rrs(u.f, Iu( .g), andxl VX~ = u.m(f,g) = r~(u.f, Iv/ .g) with u = rti(hr,kr)+ 
7re(hz,kz) and v = 7r~(hr,kr) vr~(h2,k2). We have u,u E 2, henceu.f,v.f E E 
and IuI .g! (u( g E F, and finally XI + x2? XI V x2 E E’-OF’. 
As in the case of Kbthe function spaces, we define a norm on E’- eF” by: 
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l141e =inf{llfllE v II&/x = w(f,g), f E E7 g E f’) 
To see that this is indeed a norm, consider the preceding argument we used to 
prove that El-‘Fe is stable by addition. We have llu(]hi] + ]h~]) = Ilu and 
~t4JktI + lkz]) = 1 “, where U, V are the supports off, resp. g. We can modify 
hi, h2, and kl, k2, to have moreover: Jht I + (I221 5 II and Ikl I + Ik21 5 Il. For, it 
suffices to replace hi, h2 by hi = (]hi I A Il)sgnhi and hi = [(Ihi I + ]/Q])A 
ll - ]hi]]sgnh2 (which belong to 2 by the lattice functional calculus): note that 
ll& = Il&, e = 1,2. We proceed similarly for modifying kl, k2. We have then: 
(4 = bo(h,kl) +re(h2rk2)I I ~o(lhl + Ih21, Ikll + lk2l) 
5 7re(n! n) = n 
hence lb LI’II L llfll 5 llfill + IV41 and similarly l/u. gll 5 l/a II + llg2ll; thus 
11x1 + xzlle F 11x1 II0 + II-QIIS. 
Using the continuity of the inclusions E c LO, F c LO, it is easy to see that 
]]X](Q = 0 + x = 0. 
This norm is a lattice norm: if z = rro(x,y), we have ]z] = 7re(]x], y]), hence 
I] ]z] ]I0 5 ]]z]ls. Note also that x = u. 1x1, y = w. lyl, with u,w E 2, ]]u]]~ 5 1, 
]]w]]~ 5 1. Then z = w. IzI, with w = q(u,‘u) E 2, ]]w]]~ I 1. If ]z] = q(x’,y’), 
we have then z = Q(W. x’, IwI . y’), hence ]]z]] < I] ]z] (I. 
Finally, we verify that E’peFe is a Banach lattice. Suppose that (z,), c 
(El-‘Fe)+, with ]]zn]] < 2-“. We may write z, = q(x,,y,), with x, E E+, 
y,, E F+ and ]]xn]lE 5 2’-“, ]]y,]], < 2’-“. Let x = C, x,, y = C, y,, which 
converge in E (resp. F), and z = n~(x, y). We can write x, = h, . x, y,, = k, . y, 
with h,, k, E 2,: then z, = re(h,, k,) z. Let S, resp. T, be the support of x, 
resp. y. Note that C,, llsh, < IIS, C,, IITk, 5 Ilr. Set h; = (C;I-zl h,)r\ 
II - (C;s! h,) A II, k,!, = (Et=, k,) A II - (Ci:l k,) A II. We have Ilsh,: = llSh,, 
Irki = Irk,, hence x, = h;. x, y, = k:. y, and moreover C,, h; 5 1, 
C,, k,: 5 Il. Then: 
Ildh;, k,‘J . xIIE = IIn@,: x, k,: . x)ll 
2 llh,: . xII;-‘llk,: . XII; 5 2(iP”)(‘-‘)]]x]]; 
hence f = C,, ro(hi, k;) . x converges in E. Similarly g = C,, rs(hA, k,‘J . y con- 
verges in F. Moreover, we have clearlyf = w . x, g = w . y, with: 
w := C re(h;, k;) 2 
n 
(Note that we do not assert here that w E 2.) Then C, z, = C, rro(hL, k,!J . z = 
w z = re(w. x, w . y) = ro(f,g) belongs to E’-*F’ (here C, z, converges 
a priori in ~%(fi)l. Moreover II C, ~11~ 5 llxll~~“ll~ll~ 5 (C, IIx~II)~---~ 
(C, IIynll)‘. Starting from n = k, we see that I/ Crzk zn]ls --+ 0 when k + 0~8, 
and C, z, converges in fact in E’-‘FO. 
When (zn) is not supposed to be positive, it suffices to decompose them into 
positive and negative part and to apply the preceding argument to c,, z,’ and 
c, zn. 
U~trapowers of Calderbn spaces 
If Xs, Xi are K&he function spaces over (Q, r4, cl) with Levi-Fatou property, 
and Xei Xi are W.S. realizations of their ultrapowers over (Q, d, p), then i, acts 
transitively on both Xo,Xi. Hence we can define _&-‘X,@ by the preceding 
procedure. We can now state the following generalization of Theorem 1.2.1: 
Theorem 2.2.1. Let X0, XI be Kiithe function spaces with Levi-Fatou property 
over the same measure space (fz, A, p) and &, 2, be weak standard realizations of 
their u~trapowers _%&g~;. ~he~~or every 0 < @ < 1, the Banach lattice J@dPe2f is 
a weak standard realization over (fz, A, ,G) of the ~~trapo~ver 2 of the Calder& 
interpolation space Z = Xd-*Xf. 
Proof. (A) Assume first that X0 and Xt have non-trivial convexity. Set 
YO = X& Yt = X,‘; then 2’ = YgleB Y/ by Lozanovskii’s theorem. Let Ya, pr be 
the standard realizations of Y& Yi to which X0, Xi are dual. Then YiPeYf is a 
standard realization of F, by Theorem 1.2.1. We have only to verify that the 
associated ual realization of Z coincides with X/-‘XT. 
Consider the natural maps 7~0 : X0 x Xi -+ 2, resp. rrTTe : YO x Y, -3 Z’; de- 
note by %O the ultrapower extensions $0 x Xi -+ Z, resp. ?a x Yt -+ F. We 
have to prove that Ai%(&,&) = ~Q(A~~((Eo)~ n,,(&)), for every 50 E Xs, 
ei E Xi. We have for every x0 E X2, xi E Xc, z’ E Z:: 
(2.1) (~e(~o~w)~z')=inf (1 -~)(xo,Yo)+~(x~,~~)/~o E Yo+,yI E Yl+, I 
withz’ 5 rre(yo,yi) 
> 
and the analogous formula for X0, Xi (recall that Yl = (Xt)‘, for e = 0, 1, by 
Lemma 2.1.2). 
Formula (2.1) foltows from the classical formula for non-negative reals 
numbers: 
Pet” = inf (1 - 8)~s + ~~t/~,~ 2 0, u~-‘IP 2 1. 
The infimum in equation (2.1) can be realized up to E at points y~,yi whose 
norm does not exceed a certain function of (/z//l, lixel/, jjxt 11 and E. More pre- 
cisely, if uo E Ya, ui E Yi are chosen such that: 
i 
(~0(~O,~l),Z’} L (1 -~)(xo,~o} +@{x1,u1) -4IX0II v ll%lif 
z’ = Q(UO, Ul) 
and ~0, VI such that 
z’ = Q(~o, vi> and llvoll v 11~ II 5 21141 
thenwesetyo=(uo~a-‘vo)vcrztoandyl =(~1~P-~2)~)~P~)~,wherecr’-~= 
/3’ = E. Then (yo,yi) give a S(/xoll v &xl II)-approximation of the infimum 
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in equation (2.1) (6 = E +211z’11((~ + p)) and have norms bounded by 
(a-l + ~)llz’II, rev. (P-l + P)llz’ll. 
Let (xe, i)iE I C Xp+ represent & E X, + e = O,l, and (z;)~,[ c Z: represent , 
<’ E Z:. Let E > 0. Choose bounded families ye,i E Yc, C = 0,l such that for 
each i E I, z; = no(yo,;,yl,i) and: 
(~B(x0,i7Xl.i),Z~) L (1 - ~)(XO.i,YO,i) + ~(Xl.i,.Yl,i) - E. 
Let 7~ = (ye. i)f, [. We obtain then: 
(2.2) (~2%(6,El),C) 2 (1 - W&lO,770) + %,,m?l) -E. 
Since &CC’) = dA~,,,(rlo), A,, (~1))~ th e right member in inequality (2.2) 
is greater than (~~(A,~(~o),A,,(II)),C’) -E. Letting E + 0, we obtain 
~i%(b,~~) 2 ~e(4&o),~x,Kt)). 
Conversely, we can choose 70 E Yo+, ql E Y,+ and <’ E Z’+ such that: 
1 
“5 K’) I ~(4, (rlo), A,, (VI)) 
(~~(n,(Eo),A,,(~l)),A~(C’)) > ((1 - ‘3~,(~oM,(no)) 
+%P,(EM,,(~~I)) --E 
= (1 - @(&JoP?o) + W,,w?l) -E. 
Choose representing families (xe, i)iEl c X+, ( yp,i)iE f c Y+, (z;);,~ for &, Q, 
! = 0,l and <‘, with z: < rg( ~0, ;,y~,~). We have: 
‘;‘F[(l - @(xO,i,YO,i) + ~(Xl.i~Yl,i)] 
2 Ij~(X8(XO.ir-Yl.i)rZI) 
= (%(6,51M’) = (nZ(;r~(So,~l)),“~(C’)). 
Hence (~s(A,(~o),A,,(El)),A~,(C')) 2 (A,(~~~(~o,EI)),Az,(I')) and finally we 
obtain the equality TT~(A~, (to), A%, (El)) = Aiiie(&, <I). 
To extend this equality to general too, Et, decompose these elements into pos- 
itive and negative parts. 
(B) General case 
We can suppose that _?e = 3-l $[, 1 = 0, 1, where the I$‘!, C = 0,l are dual 
standard realizations of the We = (z),. (We may take the same p > 1 for both 
C = 0, 1, by Remark 2.1.11.) Then: 
But by the point (A) above, @‘~-‘F&‘~ is a dual realization of the ultrapower of 
(Xo)~-‘(Xt)~ 3 (X,,-OX,“), = Z,, hence SPP1(6’i-‘@t@) is a weak standard 
realization of Z. 0 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let X be a Kiithe function space with Levi-Fatou property. Gi- 
ven a weak standard realization T? of the ultrapower _f over (fi,& fi), there is a 
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unique weak standard realization rt of the ultrapower xx;, such that X. x^t = 
L1 (fi, 2, ,t2). For such realizations, we have (8)” = (x“‘)’ and (F)” = (2)‘. 
Proof. Since X 1/2X’1iz = AZ, for every realizations X,x? of X, resp. xx;, the 
space X ti2x? ti2 is a realization of ,& i.e. some weighted space Lz(Q, A, w . @f. 
By changing the realization x? by a suitable positive weight, we obtain w = 1, 
hence X ‘j2x? *i2 = Lz(fi, d, ,G)# The unicity comes from the fact that two dif- 
ferent weak standard realizations of F differ by a positive weight. Finally the 
last assertion comes from a more general fact: if E, F are two Banach spaces of 
measurable functions over (S, JY,m> such that E. F = LI, then E” = F’ and 
E’ = F”; for, we have F c E’, hence F” c E”‘, i.e. E” f f;” c L,; but E” . F” 3 
E . F = L,, hence E” . F” = L,. Now E”, FN are KGthe function spaces with 
Levi-Fatou property; reasoning as for Remark 2.1.4, we see that E” = F”‘, 
hence = F’. (I1 
2.3. Ultrapowers of ~a~der~n-Lozanovskii interpolation spaces without 
concavity 
Let E, F be two Banach lattices of measurable functions over b(S, 6, m), and 
cp be a Calder~n-Lozanovskii nterpolation function. We could define the set 
cpP,FI = { x E &(S, C, na)/3f E E, 3g E F such that 
x = (~(lfl, /gl)sgn (f)sgn (g)} 
but we cannot guarantee that this set is a sublattice of L,o (not even a subspace). 
So we consider the K&the function space generated by this set: 
cp(E> F) = { x E Lo(S, C, m)/3f E E+, 3g E F+ such that 1x1 I y(f,g)} 
which becomes a Banach lattice of measurable functions when equipped with 
the natural norm 114 = WXfllE V IlgllF/14 25 ;ptf,gIl. 
Note that y?(E, F) = cp(I?E) (with equality of norms), where ij,p are the 
Kiithe function spaces generated by E, F (see Section 2.1). 
When no assumption is made about the concavity of X0 and Xl, nor about 
the Calderon-Lozanovskii function cp, we can only give an interpolation result 
on the spaces .&“, 2,“. (Recall that for every weak standard realization k of X, 
we have X c 2” isometrically,) We have then the following ‘generalization’ of 
Theorem 1.4.4: 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let X0, Xl be Kiithe function spaces with Levi-Fatou property 
over the same measure space (fl, d, hf. and cp a Ca~der~~-Lozanovskiifanct~on. if 
X0, Xi are weak standard realizations over (&, d, j2) of the ultrapowers XQ = 
X$/U, resp. Xi = X/,&4, there exists a weak standard realization 2 of 2? = 
cp(Xa, X,)‘/U, anda generalized Calderdn-Lozanovskiifinction $3 over (fin, 2, b), 
takings its values in the set I?,, such that 2” = +(X”, ?I’). 
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The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 goes along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1.4.4. 
We point out the differences. 
We choose a realization 2 of 2 over (fi, 2, b). We define for every %I E %l-? 
Xi E y,+ the upwards directed set YiO,?, c p+ as in $1.4. We transfer this con- 
struction to the realized spaces, associating to every Ro E _$+, Ri E 2i+ an up- 
wards directed set 3k,,i, c p+. We define now the map F : X0+ x 2,;’ -+ 2: by 
F(& iI) = V 3g0,i, (the least upper bound exists in p”, which has Levi-Fatou 
property). Then F is concave, non-decreasing, L&-homogeneous. Moreover the 
norm of every element 2 E i is given by 
(3.1) llill = inf{ll~~_oll~O V 11% 11~,;/1~1 5 WO, RI)). 
(Note that if 1% < F(&,i-1) then llille = \l;\l~,, < llF( ~O,-qll~n 5 Il~oll v II-qI~ 
which proves that in equation (3.1), the first member is majorized by the second 
one; the reverse inequality is easy.) 
We extend now the function F to the product zo+ x _%I’ of generated Kiithe 
function spaces. (To abbreviate, we write 8 in place of (X)-.) 
Lemma 2.3.2. If &, E i$!o’ and k E 2 verifv 12 . ZO = 0, then Ilk . F(&,ij;-,) = 
12 F(0, in) for every i1 E _?,+. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this lemma when k is sigma-finite. Since 
Supp (is) and k are disjoint, there exist by the Separation Lemma (Lemma 
2.1.7) an idempotent 12 of && such that h > 12 and h .X0 = 0. Then: 
Lemma 2.3.3. If -l;-~,jo E To+ coincide on the set 2 E d, so do F(&,i-,) and 
F( jo,R1) Vor every .%I E p’,‘). 
Proof. Replacing if necessary io by jco v jo, we may suppose that Eio 5 PO. Then 
_%o = i; .Yo, for some i; E Lo3, such that ni,,s 5 i 5 II, where 3 is the support of 
SO. Then: 
F(.?o,%) - F(io,%) = F(io,%) - F(~+o,%> 
~F(~o,-j;_~)-F(~.~o,h.~-1)=(n-h)F(~o,x,) 
whence ni “3 . F(io, i,) = lli”g F(jo, iI). On the other hand Ils, jjo = 
lls,Xo = 0, which implies by the preceding lemma: 
I$,, . F( j&X1) = njc . F(j;-,,.$) = IIs< F(O,q. 0 
We can pass now to the announced extension P of the map F. 
In a first step, we define P on the product _%lf’ x J?Ff+, where %Ff denotes 
the sublattice of & of elements with @sigma-finite support. If .Q E 2:fs, 
21 E qf+ have both supports included in the sigma-finite set A”, there exist 
i’o E x0+, ?i E 2,’ such that 
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(3.2) j;_o = II,&) --i-i = ll$,. 
(For, we have ji_F 5 & for some _& E Xe + t = 0, 1, by the definition of &. Hence , 
Q =fej$, for some fe E I&(@, fe 5 f!; but there exist & E i, such that 
12 . & = 12 .A; set then -2.0 =$ . j$, C = 0, I .) 
We set: 
P(&), 2,) = llj . F(.?o, .?.I). 
This is an element of 2” which, by Lemma 2.3.3, does not depend on the ele- 
ments &,%i verifying equation (3.2). Note that IjP(&, ii)/2,, 5 \/.&[/ v //%i 11. It
is clear that the map P is concave; it is easy to see that P is now L,(G)‘- 
homogeneous, and, arguing as for Lemma 1.4.7, left order continuous. 
For general elements jco E J?o’ , ;i-1 E %r’, we set: 
Note that the set on the right is upwards directed, norm bounded, hence has a 
supremum in 2”. This map is still concave, left order continuous, &,(fi)+- 
homogeneous, and llp(” x~,k~)ll~,, 5 Ili-oll V llRlI/. For every 5% E 20’, .?I E yr+, 
we have for every sigma-finite A E d : 
n~‘P(~~,~i_1)=~(n~.~~,qi~~.t)=n~.F(~~,~,) 
hence P is an extension of F. From now on we write F in place of F. 
It is easy to prove the following analogues of Lemma 1.4.8 and Remark 1.4.9: 
Lemma 2.3.4. (i) If X0 E $0, kl E $1, then S~pp(~~)n S~pp(2~) c Supp 
(F(~o,~;_I)) C Supp (&) U Supp (kg). h particular, if 20 and k1 have same sup- 
port, it is the support of F(io, 2.1). 
(ii) If the supports of X0, Xl both contain the set k E d. then for every rep- 
resenting families (xo,~)~~, c *o', (xl,i)iE, c i?,+ of 20, resp. 51, the family 
(P(~O,i~Xl,i))i~~ P re resents an element i E 2, such that 94 .i = 02 . I;(~~, Xl ). 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. By Lemma 1.4.5, there is a generalized Calde- 
ran-Lozanovskii function @ such that F(j;-,, 21) 5 @(.?.o, i1) for every & E io+, 
ir E Y?,+, with equality when &,.?I have the same support. Arguing as in the 
proof of Theorem 1.4.4 (and using Lemma 2.3.4), one sees that (for a suitable 
realization .?) the partial functions ip(W, ., .) belong to the set $, for a.e. Lz1. 
We have then the norm 1 inclusion 2 c +(&,k~), since every 2 f &_ is 
clearly majorized by some F(20,ifi-l) with l/?ell V Ilk,II 5 [ISlIp. Hence i c 
(;i(~o,&;, = @(ho,%,. 
Conversely if z E @(&, 21) has sigma-finite support, let us verify that 
z E .?‘, and that //z//p,, 5 ll~/I+~~~~;i;,. F or, we have Iz1 5 +(&,.jci), with Ifko\o//‘d 
IPI II I (1 + 4114l& 2,); and we may suppose that the supports of &,kr are 
included in that of i. Let u E _J?o+ n J?,;’ be such that Suppu = Suppz, and 
Ibllt,, v Ilulk, 5 ~l1411i,~~oh.p,~. Then 
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$qi(),:o,,) ~@(u+io,u+.k1) =F(u+~o,u+.h) 
hence ]1z]]z,, 5 ]Iu + X011 v [Iu + kl )I 5 (1 + 2~)IIzll~($,~,,. Now if z is a general 
element of @(_?e, 2i), we see that every z’ < ]z] with sigma-finite support be- 
longs to i”, and has 2”-norm less than I]z~]~(~~,~,); hence z itself belongs to p”, 
with the same norm estimation. Finally we proved that: 
(3.3) i c (p(&), 2,) c 2” 
with norm one inclusions. We take the second Kothe duals in the inclu- 
sions (3.3); using the equalities 2” = 2”, 2: = 2:’ e = O,l, and 
@(&,Zi)” = @(&“,zi”) (extension of a well known result of Lozanovskii 
([LOO]) to generalized Calderon-Lozanovskii intermediate spaces) we obtain 
2” = @(kt, ti”) with equality of norms. 0 
Remark 2.3.5. By Remark 2.1.12, we see that ifk is a sigma-finite set in d, the 
A-localized spaces verify 12 .2 = Ilk . Cp(_?, p) = @(Ilk .f, 1~ f). 
Corollary 2.3.6. If cp is in a class Ce (defined in Remark 1.4.20), 0 < 0 < 1, then 
2 = @(&, 21). 
Proof. In this case the map @ : Xc x X,’ -+ Z’, (x0, x1) H cp(xo, x1) is locally 
uniformly continuous, hence has an ultrapower extension & : To’ x _f,+ --f g+, 
which (up to identification of the ultrapowers with their realizations) coincides 
with F. Hence the map F is Zf-valued on 20 x _?I;; its extension to zo’ x 2,’ is 
thus if-valued. It is then clear that the range of (the extended map) F is i+. 
On the other hand the functions of r, also belong to the class C’; hence 
@(W, U, 0) = 0 = @(G, 0, ?J), f or a.e. L;r and every U, w 2 0. This implies the equal- 
ity $20, _?I) = F(&, ??I) for every $ E 20’, ii E 2,+ (without condition on the 
supports). Finally in the relations (3.3), we may replace 2” by 2. 0 
We introduce now the class Cel’ consisting of the Calderon-Lozanovskii func- 
tions ‘p verifying the condition: 
3c, vu,w > 0, vo < x < 1, cp(xu,v) < CP~(U,U). 
If cp E CP’O, then r, c C”“. If E, F are K&he function spaces, and f E E,, 
g E G+ verify llfllE 5 ]]g]lF then we have the following norm estimation: 
IIdf7g)ll 5 wllsEll&” 
(see the proof of Remark 1.4.10); consequently the map E+ -+ cp(E, F), 
f +-+ p(f, g) is uniformly continuous for \lf]l v llgll 5 p, with modulus of con- 
tinuity w(s) = CS~~‘-~. 
Lemma 2.3.1. If X0 has non-trivial concavity and cp belongs to some Ce,‘, 6’ > 0, 
then Z = cp(Xo, Xl) has non-trivial concavity. 
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Proof. Assume that X0 is q-concave, with q-concavity constant Z$. Let 
z = Cy=, zi, where the elements zi of Z, are disjoint. Let z = cp(xo,xt) be a 
representation of z with (Ixs]JX, v IJxIJ/~, 5 211211 and Suppxs C Suppz. Let 
Si E A be the supports of the zi, and set xi” = II, . x0. Then x0 = Cl”=, x:, and 
I. - (p(xo, xi). We obtain by the preceding ‘norm estimation’ “I - 
llzill F Cllx~lle(llxOll v IIxIII)‘-o 5 21~eCIlXiOll~IIZI11~H~ 
Let r = q/8. We have: 
Hence Z verifies a ‘lower r-estimate’ (see [LT]), hence has non-trivial concavity 
([LT], Theorem l.f.7). 0 
Corollary 2.3.8. Let X0, Xl be Kiithe function spaces over the same measure 
space (0, A, p). Assume that X0 has non-trivial concavity, and that Xl has Levi- 
Fatou property. Let cp be a Calderon-Lozanovskii function belonging to some 
class Ce,‘, for some 13 > 0. Then with the notations of Theorem 2.3.1, we have 
i = @(Xi, P). 
Proof. In this case we have Z = Z = Z”. Then the inclusions (3.3) mean simply 
Z = @(X, F). 0 
We end with an immediate application of Theorem 2.3.1 to ultrapowers of Or- 
licz function spaces, when the Orlicz function does not verify the A2 condition. 
If M is such a function, the associated set EM is the closure of the set of func- 
tions t ++ (M(ut))/(M(u)), u > 0 (for the topology of pointwise convergence of 
functions R+ + R+), to which we add the function M, : M,(t) = 0 if t < 1, 
= +CXJ if t > 1, in the case where A4 takes the value +KX 
Corollary 2.3.9. Every ultrapower of an Orlicz space L,u( 0, A, p) has a realiza- 
tion .? such that 2” = L&R, d, p), w ere &? is a Musielak-Orlicz function with h 
partial values M(G, .) belonging to the set EM. In particular, locally over every 
sigma-jinite set, 2 is a Musielak-Orlicz space. 
Proof. When associating to every cp E C an Orlicz function M by M-‘(t) = 
p(t, 1) (the generalized inverse, obtained by taking the symmetric graph) the set 
r, becomes EM. On the other hand, for every cp E C, the space cp(L1, LM) is the 
Orlicz space LM (with Luxemburg norm). Similarly, a generalized Calde- 
ran-Lozanovskii function (p is associated with a Musielak- Orlicz function &f, 
and Cp(L1, Lo3) is the associated Musielak-Orlicz space. 0 
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